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By MARK COOPER
Murray Lodger & Times Staff Writer

Sunny & warm
Monday sunny and very
warm. High near 90. Southwest wind 5 to 10 mph. Monday night fair and mild. Low
65 to 70. Tuesday sunny and
hot. High in the lower 90s.

MURRAY, KY

Authorities have ruled out foul
play in the death of a Murray man
Saturday who was folind drowned
in the Murray-Call*ay County
Park Pool.
An autopsy performed in Louisville Saturday on the body of
32-year-old Chico F. Muskgrove
revealed no evidence of trauma
which would have indicated a horn-

icicle, according to Murray Police
Detective Charles Peeler.
Muskgrove was found Saturday
morning around 6:15 a.m. by two
Murray residents, 30-year-old
Owen Moore and 15-year-old
Shawn Malinauskas, who arrived at
the pool to set up for a Saturday
morning swim meet.
Muskgrove was pronounced de4eI
at the scene by Calloway Couttly
Coroner Johnny Miller.
The autopsy, performed by the

medical examiner's office in Louisville, ruled the cause of death as
drowning, Peeler said. The results
of a toxicology, a drug and alcohol
detection test, will be known later,
he said.
Described by Peeler as a "loner,"
Muskgrove probably fell asleep
next to the pool and fell in, he said.
Police found evidence that Muskgrove climbed the six-foot chain
link fence which surrounds the
pool, he said.

WORLD — NATIONAL
JERUSALEM — Bowing to international pressure, Israel's new
right-wing government has announced that it will not as a matter of
policy settle Soviet Jewish immigrants in the Israeli-occupied West
Bank and Gaza Strip.
WASHINGTON — Mayor Marion Barry's friends and associates
are waiting anxiously to sec whether testimony in his drug and perjury
trial links them to narcotics activity.
LONDON — Monetary union of the two Germanys is expected to
foster growth in the West German economy and help rebuild the East,
but the cost may be high.
CHELSEA, Mass. — All the symptoms are there: money worries,
bickering, lack of trust, poor communication and half-hearted threats
of divorce.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Banning high state officials from
obtaining new leases with the state
is just one suggestion the Lease
Review Panel will consider.
The recommendations are aimed
at improving public confidence in
state leasing procedures.
The panel was formed at the
request of Gov. Wallace Wilkinson
following media reports about
leases awarded to administration
offiCiaTS - and 1iiS political
supporters.
During its meeting Friday, the
committee — which is made up of
two legislators and two executivebranch attorneys — focused on
three leases held by Wilkinson

STATE
FRANKFORT, Ky. — When a corporate raider took aim at Ashland Oil Inc., the General Assembly rode with unusual speed to the
rescue of Kentucky's largest corporation.
MADISON VILLE, Ky. — Officials in the U.S. Mine Safety and
Health Administration denounce suggestions that employee relationships with Pyro Mining Co. have compromised inspections at the company's facilities.
HENDERSON, Ky. — Neighbors of Don and Aiko Allen don't
want their peaceful life disturbed by strip mining, which they fear will
bring dust and noise to their rural way of life.
FRANKFORT, Ky. — Kentucky's first commissioner of education
will be under the gun as well as a microscope to ensure school
"reform" actually translates into sounder teaching and better educated
students.
ASHLAND, Ky. — Leaders of the Boyd County Education Association say teachers will boycott classes if they don't get the 17 percent
pay raise they are demanding.

SPORTS

Dr. Viola Miller, left, a Murray State alumna and member of Leadership Murray, serves ice-cream to
Gary Bemm of Cincinnatti, Ohio, and his wife, Sharon (center) at the ice-cream social for parents of
incoming freshman Murray State students at Roy Stewart Stadium Saturday night. The second of four
summer orientations for incoming freshman was held Saturday and Sunday. Members of Leadership Murray who are Murray State alumni make homemade ice-cream and host the socials for parents of students
attending each session. Area churches provide cookies. The Ambassador Committee of the MurrayCalloway County Chamber of Commerce conducts a tour of the city for parents prior to the socials.
Staff photo by Kris Fazi

MSU board names search committee
By MARK COOPER
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer

ANAHEIM, Calif— A ttade that could send Kirk Gibson from
Los Angeles to the Detroit Tigers may be precipitated by the outfielder's reluctance to re-sign with the Dodgers.
ARLINGTON, Texas — Maybe it just runs in the Ryan family.
Nolan Reese Ryan,.the 14-year-old son of Texas Rangers pitcher
Nolan Ryan, hurt his back Friday during his father's 5-2 victory over
the Seattle Mariners at Arlington Stadium.
BUFFALO, N.Y. — Former major league outfielder Roy Sievers
marvels at the consecutive game streak of the Baltimore Orioles' Cal
Ripken Jr. and says it offers a stark contrast with the attitude of many
ballplayers these days.
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NEW YORK — Philip
Morris Cos. said it would,
,,
acquire Swiss coffee and candy conglomerate Jacobs
Suchard AG in a $3.8 billion
deal creating the third-largest
food company in Europe.
The combined company,
linking Suchard with Philip
Morris's Kraft General Foods
International unit, would have
annual revenues of $6.7 billion
and a broad reach across the
growing European consumer
market. Only Nestle SA and
Unilever NV would be larger.
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Subscribers who have not received their home-delivered copy of
the Murray Ledger & Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday through Friday
or by 3:30 p.m. on Saturday are urged to call 753-1916 between
5:30 and 6 p.m. Monday through Friday or 3:38 and 4 p.m. Saturday. Regular office hours are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through
Friday and 8 a.m. to 12 noon Saturday.
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Burnt cigarette butts and a halffilled coffee cup found sitting next
to the pool also supports his theory,
Peeler said. There was no evidence
of alcohol or drugs at the pool, he
said.
"In my opinion, I think he went
to sleep and fell in," Peeler said. "I
don't think anyone was with him.
He was a loner, at least I never
seen him with anyone."
Investigation into the incident is
continuing.

Panel to consider
banning state
employees from
ovining state leases

Ice-cream social

BUSINESS
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Drowning believed accidental by police

MONDAY
NEWS IN BRIEF
I
rd

MONDAY AFTERNOON. JUNE 25, 1090

The Murray State University
Board of Regents Saturday named
a search committee to fill the vacancy in the newly-created post of
vice president for university relations and administrative services, a
new position resulting from an
administrative shake-up earlier this
year.
The eight-member committee is

Americans: expect
heavy dose of flag
burning discussion
during campaigns

responsible for submitting five ton and Dean of the College of
names for review by incoming Industry and Technology Thomas
President Dr. Ronald Kurth and the Auer.
Board of Regents by Oct. 1, 1990.
Hammack will serve as chairman
Named to the search committee of the committee and board secretwere Student Regent Eddie Allen, ary Sandra Rogers will assist the
Faculty Regent James Hammack committee.
Jr., Regent Tommy Sanders, FaculThe new vice president will
ty Senate President Farouk Umar, serve along with Acting President
assistant Director of School Rela- Dr. James Booth who will serve as
tions Carmen Garland, coordinator provost and vice president of
of student activities Mike Young,
head basketball coach Steve New- (Cont'd on page 2)

(Cont'd on page 2)

MHS speech team
finishes in top
10 in nation at
national tourney
The Murray High School Speech
Team returned from the National
Speech Tournament placing eighth
in the nation. Over 644 schools
from 47 states participated in the
tournament held in San Jose,
California.
"It is very difficult for a school
to place in the top 10," speech
coach Mark Elberton said. "It is
incredible that we did it two years
in a row. Our students performed at
an extremely high level."
Last year, MHS placed sixth in
(Cont'd on page 2)

Farewell reception

By JILL LAWRENCE
Associated Press Miter
WASHINGTON (AP) — Like it
or not, Americans are going to hear
a lot more about flag burning. It's
proving irresistible to hungry
Republican challengers facing
entrenched opponents and a shortage of biting issues.
Flag-waving candidates are well
armed as a result of last week's
House vote killing a proposed constitutional amendment against flag
desecration. They'll have even
more ammunition after a scheduled
Senate vote this week.
Whether the tactic will work is
another matter.
"It's ultimately going to be a
dud," predicts John Buckley, a
Republican consultant. 'The flag
is the political equivalent of Chinese food. You can get hungry for
something else very fast."
By all reports, public outrage

(Cont'd oa pap 2)

Dr. Paul Jones, right, superintendent of Murray City Schools, says goodbye to John and Judy Nina at a
reception in their haler Sunday at the Murray Middle School cafeteria. John, who has been in the school
system 24 years, has been principal of the middle school since 1982. Judy, director of foodservices, has
been with the school system IS years. John accepted a principalship at Caldwell County High School in
Princeton.
Miff saints by Kris Fail
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lease who accepts a SUM job to
notify the attorney general and
governor in writing that he or she
holds a lease before starting the
state job.
— Establishing an informal
review process to hear complaints
three-vehicle accident slightly
from losing bidders and others
injured
a Murray man Sunday,
upset with state leasing decisions.
according to a report from the Mur— Requiring the Finance
Cabinet to file with the secretary of ray Police Department.
Jimmy Bucy, 46, suffered possistate a copy of its findings when
ble
minor back injuries after the
the state buys or leases property
from a state official. (The cabinet car he was driving ran off the road
to avoid a collision with another
is now required to prepare a findcar driven by Laic Heath, of RL 1,
ing that the official did not attempt
Calvert City at the intersection of
to exert influence in getting the 16th
and Canterbury around 12:13
state to buy or lease his property. p.m.,
police said.
This recommendation would
Police said Sheila A. Frisk, 31,
require only that the findings be of 1705
Miller Street, Murray, was
filed in an independent office for driving
northbound on Canterbury
public review.)
Drive when she failed to yield the
Panel members briefly reviewed right-of-way
to Heath, who was
cases of political supporters of the northbo
und on 16th Street.
governor winning leases, but found
Bucy, who was southbound on
no improprieties.
16th Street, swerved into the ditch
to avoid collision with Heath's
vehicle, police said.

Man trying to avoid
collision slightly
injured Sunday
A

State leases••.
(Cont'd from page 1)
Chief of Staff David McAnelly.
The leases are for Human Resources Cabinet field offices in Liberty,
Wilkinson's hometown.
Two of the leases have been in
power for years. The third was
awarded this year.
Ann Tasker, an aide to Wilkinson for state and local relations,
also has been awarded a state lease
during this administration.
In both cases, state officials have
said the contracts went to the lowest bidder.
The preliminary recommendations offered by the panel include:
— Prohibiting high-level state
officials from entering into a new
lease or receiving a rent increase
on an old lease.
— Requiring anyone holding a
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614th unit returns
The 614 Military Police Company returned Friday from their
two weeks of annual training in the
Black Hills of South Dakota.
While there they participated in
various combat training exercises
and assisted other units in combat
testing.
No injuries were reported.

A Ford Thunderbird driven by Jimmy Bucy of Murray landed in a ditch along 16th Street Sunday after
Bucy swerved to avoid a head-on collision. Bucy suffered possible minor back injuries in the
accident.
Staff photo by David Ramey
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(Cont'd from page 1)
the nation in the competition.
Chesterton, Ind. finished first in
the event, followed by San Antonio
Lee, Texas; Newman-Smith, Texas;
Olatha South, Kansas; Topeka,
Kan.; Miami-Palinetto, Fla.; South
Eugene, Ore.; Murray; Apple Valley, Minn.; and Kickapoo, Mo.
Murray was one of four schools to
repeat in the top 10 from last year.
Murray students also took home
plenty of individual honors. Leigh
Baker finished sixth in oratory and
eighth in dramatic interpretation.
Melanie Julian placed 16th in oratory. Scott Rose tied for 38th in
Lincoln-Douglas Debate and was
29th in foreign extemporaneous
speaking. Andy Vaughan contri-

Board...
(Cont'd from page I)
academic and student affairs when
Kurth comes on board formally
next month.
In the meantime, physical plant
director Ed West, along with purchasing director John Fitzgibbon,
will serve as interim coordinator of
units currently under university
relations and development and
finance and administrative services.
Dean of Admissions and Records
Phil Bryan will serve as interim
coordinator of units currently under
student affairs.
Board chairman Kerry Harvey
said the coordinators will serve as
a transition until the new vice Dres-

Flag burning...

\AQ—C1

OFF

30%

OFF
All Hobie T-Shirts

OFF

25%

OFF

Speech Team••.

25-40%
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(Cont'd from page 1)
over flag burning has subsided
since the issue first erupted last
year. And high-profile talk about
how politicians can use the flag
issue to their advantage in 30-second attack ads has raised public
skepticism and increased the possibility of a backlash against political
opportunism.
"Late in the 1988 presidential
campaign, some of George Bush's
flag factory politics were becoming
a little bit of a joke," said conservative maverick Kevin Phillips.
"They (the GOP) have to watch
out for that again."
In 1988, Bush used a disagreement over the pledge of allegiance
to raise questions about the patriotism of Democrat Michael Dukakis.
Democrats are determined not to
let that happen again. Today they
are as vocal and emotional in
defending their chosen symbol —
the Constitution — as Republicans
are in pleading for flag protection.
There are plenty ot ways to do
that in 30 seconds or less, say the
experts. Democratic media consultant Bob Squier suggested a TV
spot showing the Constitution in
flames.

buted to the team score in humorous interpretation. Over 180 students competed in each category
with over 1700 students competing
in the whole tournament.
Etherton pointed out that this
team exceeded his expectations.
"We didn't have as many participants as some of the other schools.
We had two fewer than we did last
year, so for us to place eighth was
quite significant. This was only the
second year that a Kentucky school
placed in the top 10, and the other
was MHS last year."
MHS principal Bill Wells lauded
the team and its leadership for the
outstanding performance.
Coaches for the MHS Speech
Team are Mark Etherton, Sherri
Mills, Kelli Burkeen and Dawn
Greer.
idents are on board and the provost
system is in full swing.
The board also:
• heard a report from Athletic
Director Mike Strickland and
Assistant Athletic Director Bill
Rayburn who reported on the status
of the multi-purpose events center.
Regent Eddie Allen expressed concerns about the lack of student
recreational space in early plans for
the building, but Strickland and
Rayburn assured the board all area
available in the new building will
be used for student use.
• appointed Julies Baurer as
director of the Curris Center at a
salary of $36,000. Baurer will
remain director of campus
recreation.

Four injured in
two-car accident
on Saturday
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A two-cat accident sent four
people to the hospital Sunday,
according to a report from the Murray Police Department.
Anna Farmer, 61, of Rt. 3, Crete,
Ill., remains in satisfactory condition at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital after the car she was
riding in was struck by another driven by Porter Holland, 76, of 201
Irvan, Murray, at the intersection
of 12th and Poplar streets around
3:25 p.m., police said.
Glen Farmer, 64, who was driving the Farmer vehicle, was treated
and released from the hospital.
Two passengers in the Holland
vehicle, Opal Holland, 80, and
Robert Holland, 68, were also
treated and released at the hospital.
Porter Holland was not reported
injured.
Police said Farmer's vehicle was
southbound on 12th Street and Holland's vehicle was westbound on
Poplar Street when the accident
occurred. No other details of the
cident were available.
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BSA Museum still
seeking donations
The Boy Scout Museum in Murray is seeking donations to raise
money for renovation and
expansion.
In 1980 the idea of a national
museum coming to Murray was
only a slight possibility, but in
1986 it became a reality.
After the people of Murray knew
that the museum was coming to
town they had an even tougher
obstacle to conquer — raising 2.5
million dollars to start it. But the
citizens of Murray and western
Kentucky managed to raise the
money.
Now the museum faces another
obstacle, raising $2.3 million to
renovate and expand the museum.

South Central Bell representative
Dwayne Tucker was in Murray Friday to present the museum with a
check of $25,000. So far the
museum has raised half the money,
and is seeking corporate donations.
"The renovation and expansion
of the musuem will take it to higher volume. It will allow us to make
a permanent seating around theater,
add offices and give us a larger
collection storage area," said
museum director Mark Hunt. The
money will help buy a research
library and a special collections
library. The research library will be
opened to public while the special
collections will not. Hunt said visitation to the museum is up almost
15 percent over last year.

50th anniversary of armor
to be celebrated on July 10
FORT KNOX, KY — The public
is invited to Fort Knox Tuesday,
July 10, to join in celebrating the
50th anniversary of the creation of
the armored force.
A full day of free activities is
planned, centering around the Patton Museum and Keyes Park area.
Military police and posted signs
will direct drivers to event parking
at Godman Army Air field from
various gates on the post, which is
located on Highway 31W at Radcliff, Ky., between Louisville and
Elizabethtown.
Shuttle bus service from the
parking area to Keyes Park begins
at 9 a.m., with food, beverage, and
retail concessions operating in the
park from 10 a.m. to about 8 p.m.
Shuttle service continues through
the day except between 5:30 and 6
p.m.
An outdoor display of current
and historic military vehicles and a
World War II "Living History" reenactment are on the morning schedule. Weather permitting, the
World War II demonstration may
be repeated at other times during
the day.
Visitors may also enjoy a onehour post tour, on buses leaving
Keyes Park about every 20 minutes
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
In the afternoon, a capabilities
exercise features the MI Abrams
tank and the M3 Bradley Fighting
Vehicle on the move and firing. At

Sheriffs Dept.
looking into theft
The Calloway County Sheriff's
Department is investigating a burglary Friday at a local residence,
according to a report from the Calloway County Sheriff's
Departrnent.
Police said a suspect or suspects
entered the home of Carolyn Caldwell of 2002 College Farm Road
Friday sometime between 11 a.m.
and.4 p.m. and took several items
including a $650 ring, a VCR, a
Canon camera, a Gucci watch and
several paintings and posters.
Investigation into the incident is
continuing.

1 p.m., buses to the range area
begin loading at Keyes Park on a
first-come, first-serve -basis, with
seating limited to about 1,200.
Buses leave at 1:30 p.m. and return
at about 3:30 p.m. No private cars
are allowed in the range area.
The cornerstone event of the
50th anniversary of armor is the
dedication of Armor Memorial
Park behind the Patton Museum,
4:30 — 5:30 p.m. park monuments
honor the war dead of U.S. armor,
infantry, artillery, and other units.
The dedication includes music by
Fort Knox's 113th Army Band, a
wreath-laying ceremony, guest
speaker, and playing of "Taps."
From 5:30 to 6 p.m., military
vehicles of today and yesterday
parade through the Keyes Park
area. A 113th Army Band concert
starts at 8 p.m. and runs until dusk.

CORRECTIONS,
CLARIFICATIONS
The driving under the influence
charge against Charles W. Outland
in District Court on June 20, 1990
is not the Charles D. Outland who
is employed at Murray State University and lives at 1700 Holiday
Drive.

MONDAY, JUNE 23, 19O

By MARK COOPER

Weatherly will lead the school
for the 1990-91 school year when a
permanent replacement will be
named.
Weatherly, a native of Murray
and graduate of Murray High
School, graduated from Murray
State University with a master's
degree in education in 1970.
After graduation, Weatherly
taught for 10 years at Benton High
School before taking the principal's
job at Hopkinsville High School
where he remained for six years.
After that, he served as principal
at Murray High School for three

Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer

Roy A. Weatherly was named
interim principal at Murray Middle
School by the Murray City School
board last week, but don't tell
anyone.
Although he says he does not
mind administrative work, he does
mind a lot of attention, according
to the 51-year-old English teacher.
"I don't like a lot of press,"
according to Weatherly, who
before his appointment taught
English courses at the school.

Roy A. Weatherly
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years when he thought he "retired"
from the administrative world, he
said.
"I thought 1 was out to pasture,"
Weatherly said after his appointment back into a leadership role.
Weatherly said he is happy to
serve as interim until a permanent
leader can be selected.
"It's a fine school and there's
not reason why it can't continue to
be," he said. "All it needs is longterm leadership."
Weatherly replaces John Hina
who served as principal at the
school for eight years.
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Weatherly replaces Hina at Murray Middle

Murrayan faces
drug, burglary
charges Saturday
A Murray man faces burglary
and drug possession charges after
being arrested Saturday, according
to a report from the Murray Police
Department.
Kenneth E. Hammonds, 29. of
Box 1128 Murray, was arrested and
charged with second degree burglary, possession of cocaine and
obscuring the identity of a machine
around 6:19 p.m., police said.
Hammonds was arrested on a
warrant for the burglary charge and
later charged with possession of
cocaine when police found a small
amount of the drug in the car he
was driving, police said.
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Letters to the Editor

Would Don King
promote this match?

Reader looking for info
on 1950 Murray meteorite
Dear Editor,
presently engaged in
researching the type Et geographic distribution of meteorites
found n and around the state of
Kentucky over the last hundred
years or so. I'm especially interested in the meteorite that impacted
nine miles east of Murray on September 20, 1950.
To this end I'm requesting the
assistance of those readers of this
newspaper who can provide me
with any written and photographic
details of additional meteorites
they may have been fortunate
enough to have found over the past

few years. Especially required are
sample specimens, for scientific
analysis, to ascertain the geographic distribution and earth resident time of specific petrologic
types. Would anyone who can
assist in this scientific project,
please contact the writer, C. E.
Spratt, 314-2100 Granite Si, Victoria, B. C. V8S 3G7, Canada.
Your help is gratefully
acknowledged.
Sincerely,
Christopher E. Spratt
314-2100 Granite Street
Victoria, B.C.
V8S-3G7 Canada

Hazel Woman's Club
looking for lost chairs
Dear Editor,
I am writing as a representative
of the Hazel Woman's Club in
regard to 20 to 25 chairs that were
borrowed in recent months, by persons unknown, from the Hazel
Community Center.
As one of our money-making
projects we cater meals. Last Saturday night we served well over 100
people of the Hazel Alumni Association. It was while preparing for
this function that we discovered
these chairs had not been returned,

which put us at quite an inconvenience. We will be catering another
meal next week and will desperately need them at that time.
Would the person or persons
who might have borrowed the
chairs please contact Hilda Bennett
at 489-8324 or 753-6926, Janice
Wilkinson at 492-8683 or Marla
Thompson at 492-8424.
Thanks,
Hilda Bennett, president
Rt. 2, Box 279
Puryear, Tenn.

Those patriots who feel their
blood pressure leap while watching
some ninny burn a flag on TV
shouldn't be disappointed at being
deprived of a cons4Itutional amendment. That wasn't the idea in the
first place.
The real goal was summed up
days ago by Sen. Robert Dole, an
instinctive political gut-fighter,
when he gloated about how much
fun it would be this fall for Republicin candidates to use 30-second
commercials to zap Democratic
congressmen who voted against the
amendment
Dole surely would have been
amazed if Congress had passed
such a needless measure. And if, as
the years went by, the amendment
was approved by 38 state legislatures, Dole would have not only
been amazed, but probably horrified, since he is an intelligent man
and knows what a molehill of an
issue it really is.
But it was a political victory
because now the hired guns who
run campaigns have the perfect
agredients for some really lowdown, simple-minded, despicable,
dishonest, distorted TV commercials. In other words, the kind that
can work.
Any congressman who voted
against the amendment is
vulnerable.
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"Look at the traitor — he likes
flag burners. He's probably got
some in his own family."
"Yeah, probably a dirty-haired
son who used drugs. Bet he wraps
flags
,ern.„around marijuana and smokes
"And reads pornography and
lives with a sinful woman who gets
abortions."
What a fun campaign tactic. Just
the thing to take a weary voter's
mind off the S&L scandal and
other Republican-vexing problems.
Of course, some Republicans are
saying that their party would never
stoop to such tactics. Sure, And
George Bush never heard of Willie
Horton.
However, there is a certain risk
invovled. Anyone who talks to
loudly about the flag vote has to be
sure of his own macho credentials.
For example, there is Rep. Newt
Gingrich, one of the Republican
leaders. After the vote'failed, he

clerk-typist, thus freeing up some
high school dropout for front-line
duty.
The war wimp factor could
become a problem for those who
want to bang opponents over the
head with a naked flagpole. Those
who do must be prepared for their
adversary to respond: "When the
going got tough, my opponent got
going — over to the girls' sorority
house."
Does the pro-amendment Vice
President Dan Quayle, with his
National Guard heroics, really want
to slug it out with the antiamendment Sen. Robert Kerrey,
with his Medal of Honor?
So maybe Gingrich should give
some thought to letting the flag
debate go on "for a long time.
Looking over the names of the1990 flag wavers, one finds more
than a few Vietnam-era war wimps.'
They surely don't want the campaign debates to get down to the,
level of:
"Nyah, nyah, you like flag
burners!"
"Nyah, nyah, you're a war.
wimp!"
Such behavior would not serve,
the public interest, although I have
to admit it could be an entertaining
§Pectator sport.
If your tastes run toward mud
wrestling.

warned: "I am confident the debate
is going Logo 011 for a 10111t
Careful, there, Mr. Gingrich. Let
us not get too carried away by flag
fever. If you do, someone might be
cruel enough to again bring up
those two dreaded words. (Shall I?
Oh, Why not? It's a cruel world.)
War wimp.
Yes, that was a neat title created
by Andy Jacobs, an Indianapolis
congressman and Korea combat
veteran, to describe those who talk
a good fight but found a way to
stay safely at home when there was
a fight to be fought.
One of those he once dubbed as
a "war wimp" was the hawkish
Rep. Gingrich, who spent most of
his draft-age 20s tucked away in
college on a deferment.
It was perfectly legal, of course,
and nothing more than most selfrespecting, white, affluent, roseblooded young hawks did during
the Vietnam War.
But when he was asked why, if
he was such a patriot, he didn't just
drop out of school and enlist and
satisfy his anti-commie lust, he
said: "What good would I have
done over there?"
A good question, and I don't
know the answer, although it seems
to me that a lad who was smart
enough to get a B.A, an M.A. and a,
Ph.D. could have been a fearsome

Today In History

.•••

By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, June 25, the 176th day of 1990. There are 189 days
left in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
Forty years ago, on June 25, 1950, war broke out as North Korea
invaded South Korea. The U.N. Security Council, meeting in emergency
session, issued a cease-fire call that went unheeded.
On this date:'
In 1788, the state of Virginia ratified the U.S. Constitution.
In 1868, Florida, Alabama, Louisiana, Georgia, North Carolina and
South Carolina were re-admitted to the Union.
In 1876, Lt. Col. George A. Custer and his 7th Cavalry were wiped out
by Sioux and Cheyenne Indians in the Battle of Little Big Horn in
Montana.
In 1888, the Republican National Convention, meeting in Chicago,
nominated Benjamin Harrison for the presidency. Harrison went on to win
the November election, defeating incumbent Grover Cleveland.
In 1906, a love triangle came to a violent end atop New York's Madison Square Garden as architect Stanford White, the building's designer,
was shot to death by Harry Thaw, the jealous husband of Evelyn Nesbit.
In 1942, the British air force staged a thousand-bomb raid on Bremen,
Germany, during World War II.
In 1951, the first commercial color telecast took glace as CBS transmitted a one-hour special from New York to four other cities.
In 1962, the U.S. Supreme Court ruled that the use of an unofficial,
non-denominational prayer in New York State public schools was
unconstitutional.
In 1973, former White House Counsel John W. Dean began testifying
before the Senate Watergate Committee.
In 1979, General Alexander M. Haig Jr., supreme commander of NATO
forces, escaped an attempt on his life in, Casteau, Belgium, when a
remote-controlled bomb exploded beneath a small bridge as Haig's limousine passed over it.
In 1981, the Supreme Court held that male-only draft registration is
constitutional.
In 1982, in a surprise move, President Ronald Reagan announced the
resignation of his Secretary of State, Alexander M. Haig Jr., and the nomination of George P. Shultz to succeed him.
Ten years ago: President Jimmy Carter neared the end of an eight-day
European tour with a visit to Spain, where he urged leaders to join
NATO.
Five years ago: Twenty-one people were killed in an explosion at a
fireworks plant in Hallett, Okla.
One year ago: A judge in Cincinnati temporarily blocked a hearing by
baseball Commissioner A. Bartlett Giamatti into allegations that Cincinnati Reds manager Pete Rose had gambled on baseball games.
Today's birthdays: Broadway producer George Abbott is 103. Movie
director Sidney Lumet is 66. Actress June Lockhart is 65. Basketball hallof-famer Willis Reed is 48. Singer Carly Simon is 45. Television personality Phyllis George Brown is 41. Singer George Michael is 27.
Thought for today: "It is not the fact of liberty but the way in which
liberty is exercised that ultimately determines whether liberty itself survives." — Dorothy Thompson, American journalist (1894-1961).
— By The Associated Press
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Here are Saturday's winning
numbers selected by the Kentucky Lottery: Kentucky Cash:
9-6-4
Lotto:
12-15-23-25-28-30.
Estimated jackpot: $3
million

1:-.1 All other subscribers $59.50.
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LOOKING BACK
By JO BURKEEN

Murray Ledger & Times

All Home Delivery in Murray and Calloway
and adjoining Counties $54.00 per year.
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Ten years ago
Mike Childress, Mike Daniels,
Bill Glavin, George Moore,
Jonathan Overbey, Bill Bossing,
Brian Doyle, Barry Wyatt and
Mike Stoddart set a junior world
record for group distance in frisbee
throwing over,a 24-hour period on
June 20 for a record 400 miles.
Several local businesses were sponsors with proceeds going to Calloway County Humane Society.
Ron Christopher was elected delegate and Thelma Eckerdt as alternate for Senator Edward Kennedy
to Democratic National Convention
by Calloway County Democrats.
Joan Webber, Philis Alvic, Sue
Vandegrift, Diane Spurlock and
Adele Kupchella are new officers
of Murray -Calloway County
League of Women Voters.
Twenty years ago
Finley Barger Jr., 34, Murray,
died June 23 when he was electrocuted while working with Griffin
Electric Co. near the Boy Scout
Camp in Marshall County. He
brushed aping a high voltage
electrical line.
Cindi Alexander, 1969 MurrayCalloway County Jaycee Fair
Queen, will crown her successor on
July 13 at opening of the fair. The
pageant is sponsored by Sigma
Department of Murray Woman's
Club.
Ed Hendon, Starkie Colson, Nick
Horton, Ralph Bogard, John Emerson and Hollis Miller are new
officers of Murray Civitan Club.

Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Jackie Geurin, Jung,f,
18.
Thirty years ago
Women of Woodcraft of Woodmen of the World No. 728 pre- ,
sented a television set to Calloway
County Farm for use by the
residents.
:7
Mrs. aoteel Butterworth was ...
honored at a retirement party by
Southern Bell Telephone and Telegraph Co. at the telephone building. She had worked for the corn.pany for 35 years.
The Rev. Coy Garrett will be
speaker at a revival at Mason's
Chapel United Methodist Church,'
June 28 to July 3.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. ant,'
Mrs. Ronnie Ray, a boy to Mr. and*
Mrs. Johnny Washburn and a bof'
1
to Mr. and Mrs. Billy P. Thurmart )(1
10
Forty years ago
Two coats of plaster have been el.q
applied to the side of Gatlin Building on North Fourth Street in its
remodeling program.
Prof. Price Doyle, head of Fineul
Arts Department at Murray Statd1©1
College, received his honorary -AT
degree of Doctor of Music from the ifi
American Conservatory of Music
ois
in Chicago, Ill., last week.
Dr. J.A. Outland, county health C1141
officer, said that reports of rabies fiV,
among dogs have been reported to:10)
him, and that all dogs should eithettiell
be kept- up or kept underif
UIW
observation,
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Unseen electronics
An Incruasingly large part of the electronics business includes:
•Sophisticated components inside computers, facsimile machines
and other electronic products.
•'Hidden electronics, such as the microcontrollers in appliances
and video games.
•"Emerging" uses of chips and other electronics in autos and homes
Estimated 1990 shipments from U.S. factories
In billions of dollars
Ti Unseen electronics
Traditional electonics
Li Subtotal: $111.22
J Subtotal $213.38
Emerging electronics
$10.7
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WKRECC to hold annual members meeting
MAYFIELD, Ky. — The 52nd
annual members' meeting of the
West Kentucky Rural Electric
Cooperative Corporation will be
held on Saturday, July 14, at 2 p.m.
at the North Calloway County
Elementary School. Registration
will begin at 1 p.m.

West Kentucky RECC President
Ralph C. Edrington of Carlisle
County will deliver the welcoming
address to be followed by various
reports, including the annual message by Michael L. Alderdice, general manager of the Cooperative.
Itree directors will be elected

for three-year terms during the
meeting. The nominating committee met on May 17th and nominated William N. Murdock, Calloway County; Jewell Conor, Graves
County; and Gilbert Baker, Marshall and Livingston counties. Max
T. Canady from Calloway County

v.ill appear on the ballot as the
result of a petition submitted in his
behalf.
Attendance prizes will be
awarded at the conclusion of the
meeting including some childrens
prizes.

Computers and office
equipment $69.72

iL
1
I
SPORTING GOODS

Communications and
equipment $77.86

Chestnut St.
SOURCES Dallas Morning News,

Murray

753-8844

Television and radio $12.82

Cahners Economics, Newton, Mass

ADULT LIVING
Editor's note: The following is
one in a series of articles written
by members of the Adult Living
Unit psychology class at Calloway
County High School. The class was
taught by Linda De Voss. The students interviewed residents 65
years of age and older.
In The Army:
the Moves of Charles Modglin
By
Liz Amos
Charles was drafted into the
Korean War at the age of twentythree in November of 1952. He
attended Basic Training at Camp
Atterberr, Indiana. After that he
attended Military Police School in
Fort Knox, Kentucky. Upon finishing his training there, Charles was
sent to Japan. He stayed in Japan
during 1953 and 1954.
In 1954, he was discharged, and
he went to Murphysboro, Illinois.
He said that it was hard to find a
job. After thirty days with no luck
finding a job, he re,enlisted in the
Army. When he rcenlistecl he was
sent to Fort Hood, Texas. Charles
left Fort Hood in 1957 and was
sent to Korea. He was still an M.P.
at this time. Charles talked about
how poor the country (Korea) was
at this time. He said that they had
many problems with the Korean's
stealing from the Military.
Chailes left Korea in 1958 (at
this point of my interview, he got
out some of his military papers).
Charles said that he was moved
around so much that it is hard for
him to recall exact dates and
places. He showed me some of his
pictures and metals.
When Charles left Korea, he was
sent to Fort Polk, Louisana. in
1959, the Army closed down Fort

Polk. From there, he was sent to
Fort Bliss in El Paso, Texas.
In 1960, Charles left Fort Bliss
and was sent to Munich, Germany.
Ile witnessed the Berlin Wall being
built. While in Germany, he gave
up M.P. for Supply Sergeant in
order to get a promotion.
Charles was sent to Fort Sill,
Oklahoma, in 1964. He left Fort
Sill in 1967 only to get sent back
to Korea. Charles said that the economic level of the country had
improved in the ten years he was
away. He said that he could tell
this because they didn't have the
problem with the Koreans' stealing
from the Military.
Charles left Korea in 1968 and
was sent to Ansbuch, West Germany. He was there ten months,
and his wife died during this time;
Charles told me that when a
tragedy like this happened, the
Army would send you to the Fort
closest to your home. He was sent
to Fort Leanordwood.
Charles left Fort Leanordwood in
1970 at the age of forty-one. From
there, he was sent to Cu Chi, South
Vietnam._Later, Cu Chi was closed
up, and he was sent to Cam Ram,
also in South Vietnam.
In 1971, he left Vietnam and
went back to Fort Bliss, Texas. In
1972, Charles retired at the age of
forty-three.
While Charles was in the army,
he received many medals. He
received four Good Conduct Medals, the Korean Service Medal, The
National Defense Medal, and two
Medals of Army Cornndation,
just to name a few.
Charles is now retired and living
in Murray, Kentucky, and he says
he doesn't regret any of the time he
spent in the Army.
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16 YEAR ANNIVERSARY SALE
In Appreciation for your business and support for the last sixteen years, we are
having a week long sale...Each day featuring a specific group of ITEMS on special
for that day only. Also, there will be a drawing each day for gift certificates...A
GRAND TOTAL of $600.00 to be given away throughout the week of June 25-30.
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Pennies should
add up on new
state tax hike
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FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
penny here, a penny there — in 12
months the state expects buyers to
ante up $204 million from an addition to the sales tax that goes into
effect July 1.
The increase in the sales tax
from five percent to six percent has
been almost forgotten in the swell
of publicity that has accompanied
the total $1.3 billion tax increase
passed during the 1990 General
Assembly.
The initial attention was paid to
the changes in the income tax that
prompted increased withholding
from individual paychecks in May.
The reminder will come with the
fint purchase next month.
"I think, by and large, people
are probably not expecting it and
will be surprised," said Bob Elliston of the Kentucky Chamber of
Commerce. "I don't think they're
going to be angry or anything."
If there is a reaction, retailers
will be the first to get it.

Disease, was among 59 cancerstricken boys and girls attending
Indian Summer from June 11-16.
Some had shaved heads and others
had lost limbs.
But it was like any other camp
where kids could swim, fish, hike
— and just be kids.
"It's a chance for them to be
pretty normal for a week," said Dr.
Jack Geil, a diatric oncologist at
the University of Kentucky Medical Center, who was attending his
ninth camp.
"Most of the kids they see have
the same cancers, like they have,"
he said. "They can relate to that.
They're doing pretty much normal
things. The ones on therapy see
others coming off therapy.
During meal breaks, Geil helped
give chemotherapy treatments to
some of the children.
The camp was one of only four
of its kind in the nation when it
was started in 1982 by the Lake
Cumberland District Cancer Council, an advisory group of the
McDowell Cancer Network. Now
there are more than 100 camps:,

Wayne Higgins
Backhoe Service

20%-50'
OFF

NIKE DAY

June 25

Includes all Nike
shoes and
clothing and accessories.

TUESDAY

20%50'
OFF

RUNNERS DAY

June 26

Includes all running
shorts, socks, shoes,tops
sweat clothing and warm-ups.

WEDNESDAY

20%50'
OFF

REEBOK DAY

June 27

Includes all Reebock
shoes and clothing
and accessories

Camp caters to special kids
IRVINE, Ky. (AP) — Jimmy
Highbaugh took a running jump
into the swimming pool at Indian
Summer camp.
The chubby youngster tried to
create a splash that would impress
the other boys in the water. But his
playmates were distracted, making
their own big splashes on this hot,
muggy afternoon.
"I like the swimming and food
here," said Highbaugh, a 10-yearold from Louisville.
Then he blurted out, with a wide
smile: "I'm over my cancer. It
came back two times but I'm over
it now."
Highbaugh, who had Hodgkin's
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THURSDAY
BASEBALL/SOFTBALL
JERSEY/SWIM DAY

June 28

Includes all jerseys and T-shirts; all gloves, bats,
baseball shoes, coaches shorts and softball pants.
All Speedo & Arena swimwear and accessories

FRIDAY

20%50'
OFF

TENNIS DAY

June 29

Includes all tennis clothing, all shoes
for tennis accessories,
rackets, warm-ups.

SATURDAY

20%-50'
OFF

STOREWIDE SALE

June 30

20%50'
OFF

Includes All Merchandise
In the Store

June 25-30
EACH DAY A NEW SALE WILL BEGIN!
CHECK THE LIST ABOVE AND SEE WHICH
ITEMS WILL BE ON SALE EACH DAY.
—
—
—
—

Drawing for the Gift Certificates will be at 9:00 p.m. Each Night.
No Purchase Necessary.
Only the people who have registered THAT DAY are eligible to win that day's gift certificates.
Need not be present to win.
Hours: 9 a.m.-6 p.m. Mon.-Sat.
Niv

Septic Tanks & Sewers
Call Us Anytime

759-4685
Former Operator
for Rex Camp Backhoe
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MURRAY TODAY

Miirray Ledger ik Times

Jo Burkeen, editor

Member-Guest Day will be Wednesday McBride and Turley wedding planned
Member-Guest Golf Day will be
at Murray Country Club on Wednesday, June 27.
Golf play will start at 9 a.m.
vi with Betty Stewart and Frances
Richey as hostesss.
The line-up is as follows:
Tee 1 - Wanda Brown and Cindy
Lemond, Betty Lowry and Mary
Anderson;
3 Mary Bogard and Vicki
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130
3:111

Dick Tracy
(PG)

9.

Gremlins 2
(PG13)

120
3:3S
7130
905

Another 48 Hrs.
(R)

1:30
320
7:10
9:10

Cadillac Man (R)

1:30
3:15
7135
9130

Total Recall
(R)

1:30
340
7135
9:15

Singleton, Evelyn Jones and Leta
Taylor;
Tee 4 - hills Orr and Sue Lamb,
Venela Sexton and Grace James;
Tee 5 - Betty Stewart and Hilda
Swisher, Margaret Shuffett and
Burlene Brewer;
Tee 6 - Rainey Apperson and
Alice Byars, Frances Hulse and
Betty 10 Purdom;
Tee 7 - Toni Hopson and Lula
Bingham, Betty Scott and Norma
Frank:
Tee 8 - Tonja Fike and Sue
Stone, Hazel Hill and Irene Woods;
Tee 9 - Sue Brown and Nancy
Darcy, Cathryn Garrott and Doris
Rose;
Tee 10 - Dana Stonecipher and
Yvette Pyle. Anna M. Adams and
Ora Brooks;
Tee 12 - Della Miller and Sue
Wells, Polly Seale and Anita
GalIimore;
Tee 13 - Billie Cohoon and
Sherry Gibbs, Freda Steely and
Peggy Shoemaker,
Tee 14 - Rowena Cullom and
Frances Richey, Mary Bell Overbey and Kathryn Outland;
Tee 15 - Lois Keller and Martha

First flight - Della Miller, winner, Toni Hopson, runner-up;
Second flight - Rainey Apperson, winner, Sherry Gibbs, runnerup;
Third flight - Norma Frank,
winner, Frances Richey, runner-up:
Fourth flight - Rebecca Irvan,
winner, Billie Wilson and Pat
Claypool tied for runner-up:
Low putts - Sue Brown.
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Rent your movies • at the movies!
•

Michael L. Stepto
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Lonely Hearts Can

Find Love By Looking
in the Right Places
By Abigail Van Buren

1,0011

•

Conversion Vans
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STONE
-LANG CO
HEARING AID CENTER

•

206 South 4th, Murray, (502-753-8055)
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DEAR ABBY: How does a nice You're Never Too Young or Too
person meet other nice people? I'm Old." The message is as applinot the type to hang out in bars,and cable today as when it was first
these days it's dangerous to get too written:
friendly with people you meet casuIf you're single for any reason
ally on the street, even though they — and want to know how to meet
may look nice. I'm over 21,am told I someone decent, this is for you:
am very attractive, and I have no
"Decent people" are found
bad habits. Sign me ...
where decent people gather. If
LONELY AND SINGLE you want to hook a mountain
trout, don't go fishing in a herDEAR LONELY: You have ring barrel.
asked me the question that turns
At the risk of sounding like a
up the most frequently in my broken record, may I repeat the
mail. The following is from my advice I have given in my colbooklet, "How to Be Popular; umn time and again:
Get out of the house and get
involved! Get a job, go back to
school, enroll in some adult
education classes,learn to paint
or sew, or offer your volunteer
Good
services in your community.
GM QUAUTY
641 South
Neighbor
GM
SERVICE PARTS
Work with your church,the Red
Murray
Chevy
753-2617
Cross,
mental health society,the
Stars
Keep TheGreaL GM Feeling With Genume GM Parts
underprivileged, the disabled,
the elderly, your political party
— the list is endless. They need
volunteers! I can't say enough
for volunteer work.That's where
44L41•4•4••
worthwhile people meet other
worthwhile people.
If you're recently divorced or
widowed, let your friends know
that you're interested in getting
back into circulation.The safest
way to meet a decent person is
4-4-6-4-414-4•4•44-444-44-64-4
through folks who include
singles when they entertain.And
I'm sure there's a special place in
heaven for the matchmaking
angel who is constantly "fixing
up" dates for singles.
1114•11.6,
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Shelly Jean McBride and
H. James (Jim) Turley to marry

BOONVILLE, Mo. — Michael
L. Stepto recently graduated from
Kemper Military School and College at Boonville.
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Michael L. Stepto of Murray.
A junior college graduate, Stepto
served as Battalion Operations
Officer with a cadet rank of captain
in Kemper's cadet command
structure.
Kemper, founded in 1844, is the
oldest military school west of the
Mississippi River. The school
offers a comprehensive education
to students in preparatory school
through junior college and accepts
day students as well as boarding
cadets.

coo"•

Starting
June 27
Days of Thunder

•HEARING AIDS if
Sold On
I
30 Day Trial !.).•

runner-up;

Mr. and Mrs. William (Bill)
McBride of Crofton announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Shelly Jean,
to H. lames (Jim) Turley, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Daythel Turley of
Murray.
The bride-elect graduated from
Christian County High School in
1989. She was a member of FHA/
HERO.
She is employed by B.I.'s Playschool Childcare Center,
Hopkinsvilk.
The groom-elect graduated from
Christian Life Academy in 1989.
He is with the United States
Army, stationed at Fort Campbell.
The wedding is scheduled for
Saturday, July 7 at 6 p.m. at Crofton Christian Church, Crofton.
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend.

Stepto is recent graduate CDe

Bargain Matinees
Everyday

1006 Chestnut te. 7III•3314
Open 1 ham to 10spast

S. Ryan, Louise Lamb and Madelyn Lamb;
Tee 16 - Edith Garrison and Jane
Fitch, Ann Brown and Mary A.
Anderson;
Tee 17 - Rebecca Irvan and
Mary A. Garner, Rebecca West and
Mary F. Bell;
Tee 18 - Beth Belote and Kelly
DeMoss, Billie Wilson and Rebecca Landolt.
Winners of golf play on Wednesday, June 20, have been announced
by Dana Stonecipher and Sherry
Gibbs, hostesses, as follows:
Medalist - Della Miller with an
88;
Championship flight - Betty Jo
Purdom, winner, Betty Stewigt,

Republic Savings Bank has the loan you need
to buy or build the home of your dreams. Plus
we've got loan options that top them all:
• Lot Purchase Financing
• Fixed Rate Construction Financing
• A Variety of Mortgage Loan Options
- Up to 30 year terms
- Fixed or Adjustable Rates
So, if you have time for just one call about
a mortgage loan--Y-call us!

***
DEAR ABBY:Stamps don't stick?
Wet the stamp but don't dog-lick all

DEAR ELMER: Postmaster
General Anthony Frank has
promised a new,improved stamp
that sticks. Let's be patient.
However, there are more serious complaints. It seems,lately,
the mail is delayed.(The bills are
on time,but the checks are late.)
* * *

Mamie Van Doren
talks about Warren
Beatty in magazine
NEW YORK (AP) — At 53,
Warren Beatty still leaves women
breathless, but he drools a lot while
smooching, a former girlfriend
says.
Actress Mamie Van Doren, who
dated Beatty in the early 1960s,
makes that claim in the July 2 issue
of People magazine.
"He drools a lot. He has such
active glands," she said.
Beatty directed and stars in the
summer blockbuster "Dick Tracy." His latest flame reportedly is
his co-star, Madonna.
"Warren and Madonna are still
an item, but nobody believes it,"
said Madonna's publicist, Liz
Rosenberg. "It's Warren and Warren only."

Greenhouse
Clearance
, Bedding
Plants
i
Buy!
Get 1 Free
(Exuding Ferns and Indoor
Hanging Baskets)

Shirley Florist and
Greenhouse
500 N. 4th St.

the glue off. Touch the stamp to a wet
sponge. If possible, buy stamps in
coils of 100 or more;they're made for
machine applications and have more
and better glue. Also, they haven't
been touched by the hands of the
many inventory employees at the
post office. There is nothing in the
many postal booksaboutclean hands,
and most post offices have no convenient place to wash hands anyway.
Another tip. It's better to lick the
envelope,not the stamp. Believe it or
not, the envelope is usually cleaner
than the stamp.
No glue at all on these stamps?
Cockroaches ate it all off in the
drawer. Honest. It happens all the
time. They leave no tracks.
Print more letters about the poor
quality of glue. It didn't used to be
this had. Maybe the postmaster
general will wise up, but don't count
on it. I am a retired postmaster, and
you may use my name.
ELMER PINKERTON,
ELMWOOD,NEB.

753-3251

BUDGET PLEASER MARK 1

Sally Hopkins or Kenny Rose

BUDGET PLEASER MARK 1
if we were you, we'd bank with us.

•

_ - _ r REPUBLIC

f
Member
FDIC

I

. Kind-to-your Budget Price!
• Two cooling speeds
• Variable air direction
• "ComfortMaster thermostat
• 5-year limited warranty on
compressor
• Pull-out side panels for installation ease
• Washable air filters

Savings Bank

1201 Main Street
Murray,Kentucky 42071
(502)759-1630

Equal
D Housing
Lender

121
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Underwood Appliance
Village Shopping Center
(Neat to Cain's AMC Jeep)

Hwy. 641 North
759-1505

If

Galloway-Barlow wedding on Aug. 18

1Ir
3

Members of Westwood 4-H Club held its annual Honor's Day luncheon program on June 7. For the sixth
year in a row, their leader, Mary Alice Like, entered the club in a national contest called "Colgate's Youth
for America Campaign." She mailed the entry form along with a folder containing materials showing the
club's participation in several community service projects. Many of the projects involved the elderly and
contributions to charities. The club received honorable mention certificates and 25 tubes of toothpaste and
23 tooth brushes from Colgate Palmolive Co. The contest encourages young people across the nation to get
involved in worthwhile activities for their communities and includes such groups as Scouts and 4-Hers.
Club members are pictured at the recent luncheon.

Kristina Todd, right, and Laurie
Jo Parker, both members of
Westwood 4-H Club, recently
competed at the State 4-H Communications Day in Lexington.
On June 1, Kristina gave a
demonstration on "How to Make
Cheesecake" in the Dairy Foods
category. Laurie Jo's demonstration was called "Planning A
Beautiful Table" in the Home
Environment category. The state
competition featured 4-Hers from
all across the state and was held
on the University of Kentucky
campus. Both Murray girls won
blue ribbons.
Photos by Wendy Parker

ARIES
Pit
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
Your mind is better suited for
creative pursuits than business today.
Where work is concerned, there may
be a tendency to let things slide. Be
sensitive to a co-worker's feelings.
,
TAURUS
Pit
(Apr.20 to May 20)
Company from out of town would
be a strain now. Judgment is good
about domestic interests and family
concerns, but you may overspend on
pleasure pursuits.
GEMINI
0
(May 21 to June 20)
A business negotiation could break
down now. You have a knack for
expressing yourself today and will be
an effective communicator of your
ideas. Be attentive to a family member.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
Others don't seem to agree with
you where money is concerned now.
A private talk, however, bodes well
for your financial interests. Avoid
personal extravagance.

Cindy Dawn Galloway and
Earl Kent Barlow to marry

Bridge and golf will be at Oaks
Ladies' day events will be at
Oaks Country Club on Wednesday,
June 27.
Bridge with Joyce Nunnally,
phone 753-0334, will start at 9:30
a.m.

Golf with Belinda Elliott and
Carol Dicks as hostesses will start
at 9:30 a.m.
Because many of the members
will be attending Member-Guest
Frances Drake
Day at Murray Country Club,
members will be assigned at the
tee.
FOR - Tuesday, June 2t),19t4()
WintXrcif Self"-Pcrultbie Play
on Wednesday, June 20, have been
cooperative and responsive to what headed approach is the best way to released by Lee Christenberry, hos-

Your lndividua Horoscope

YOU have to say.
PISCES
maim
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
A friend who has problems could
interfere with your time today. Talks
related to work go well. A level-

n

If

tess, as follows:
First - Doris Rose, Sue Wells,
Margaret Maddox and Crystal
Parks;
Second Shelba Barnett, Mar-

lene Beach, Erma Tuck and Isabel
Parks;
Third - Sue Stone, Linda Oliver.
Sina Richardson and Diana
Cothran,

TOBACCO INSURANCE
—Reduced Rates—
'Special Discounts For Large Producers
•

"Call Us For A Quote Today

Western Kentucky
Insurance, Inc.
Tony Boyd

302 N. 12th

753-5842

deal with tonight's family concern.
YOU BORN TODAY are usually a
good moneymaker, but your work
must reflect your ideals for you to be
happy.

The

GALLERYj

* Custom Framing
* Limited Edition Prints
* Silk Greenery
759-1019

209 University Squire, Murray

4910-An s

Varieties

on tilt. Square

Continues...
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50%Off

Sales Ends Jul 7

1990
July 3-8
Murray, Kentucky
* ACTIVITIES *

, SAL.
Open Late Friday June 29 For Moonlight N1adne,
LEO
(July 23 to Aug.22)
l
Ct
i
Work output may be erratic today.
A lift to your spirits comes through a
get-together with friends. Be more
careful with your money. Don't buy
items you don't need.
VIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sept.22)
Thinking is good now and mental
work is a plus. You may "find one
business meeting, though, a bit awkward to handle. You're undecided
about a matter concerning a child.
LIBRA
(Sept.23 to Oct.22)
ea5
Dealings with agents and advisers
are favored. You'll find enjoyment
now through a cultural interest. Some
family matters weigh on you. Good

alt

advice is available to you.
SCORPIO
(Oct.2:3 to Nov. 21)
. You'll be taking steps now to
bolster your prospects regarding
iong-range financial security. Tonight
ands you in a pleasure-seeking m
s
ut go easy on the use of credit.
SAGITTARIUS
'ov. 22 to Dec. 21)
Be practical and down-to-earth
•here business interests are con
rned..Be thorough and don't overk important details. You'll enjoy
improved dialogue with a close tie
APRICORN
)(lc. 22 to Jan. 19)
The job remains your hest route to
ancial gain today. An ethical quest )n arises in connection with work.
e time to think a financial matter
,
through.
iiQUARrus
(Jan. 20 to Feb I s)
: If you're uneasy about something
between:you and a clog* tie, now is
die time to talk about it. Others are

STAYwithKOOL
EMERSON QUIET KOOL
.111e \diiie'mat says it Ail.
'10 Year ASC Compressor Warranty
5,000 to 24,000 BTU in stock-made in the USA
Starting at

s28995
'Adjustable air directors
•Woodgralned furniture
styling
•Do-it-yourself
Instant installation'

i

A

MOM 1OCC12.

•Easy-clean. slide-ou
washable filter
'Mounts flush with
window sill
'Adjustable
temperature

* v•ete
W

1914

^,FOSA

111CM42

TUCKER TV

Coldwater Rd., Murray

,

753-2900

11 a.m.-2 p.m. - Old Fashioned
Tuesday, July 3
Street Fair - Court Square - Live
10 a.m. - Fisher-Price Kid's PaEntertainment,Quilt and Paintrade - City Park - Delicious,
ing Raffles, Food and Fun for all.
refreshing ice cream for all participants! Courtesy of Ryan Milk
Gate Opens 5:30 p.m. - EnterCompany.
tainment 6:30 p.m. - Music With
Bang - MSU Stewart Stadium.
A
8 a.m. - Rotary Club Max Hurt
Featuring: Rick Arnold, who curInvitational Golf Tournament has two hits on the Counrently
Murray Country Club. Women's
try Music Chart. Also enjoy the
Division Tee Off.
from the MSU Comsounds
1 p.m. - Rotary Club Max Hurt
munity Band - Traditional July
Invitational Golf Tournament 4th
Music.
Murray Country Club - Men's
9 p.m. - Fantastic Fireworks Division Golf Tee Off.
Starring Gary Hohman, parks
*Cookout following tournament.
directAar, MSU Stewart Stadium.
Wednesday, July 4
6-9:30 a.m. - Boy Scouts Troop 77 Saturday,' JUly 7th
8 p.m. - Gourmet Cabaret - PlayBreakfast - Pagliai's Restaurant
house in the Park - Delicious
- Country Ham and the works.
Desserts - For reservations call
10 a.m. - Biggest Small Town
759-1752 (Admission Charge)
Parade in America - Main Street
- (Beginning at 10th Street and Sunday, July 8
Same as above.
Ending at Briggs & Stratton).
*Featuring Grand Marshall
Bobby F. Brashears, floats,
clowns, antique cars, goodies for
the kiddies, great family fun.
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Mr. and Mn. Claude William
Galloway Jr. of Mayfield announce
the engagement and forthcoming
marriage of their daughter, Cindy
Dawn, to Earl Kent Barlow, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth E. Barlow of
Paducah.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Lowell
Smith of Mayfield and the Rev.
and Mrs. Claude W. Galloway Sr.
of Nashville, Tenn.
The groom-elect is the grandson
of Mr. and Mrs. Richard E. Barlow
of Calvert City and Mr. and Mrs.
Roscoe M. Spic,eland of Sharpe.
Miss Galloway is a graduate of
Mayfield High School and is presently a senior at Murray State
University.
Mr. Barlow is a recent graduate
of Murray State University.
The wedding vows will be said
on Saturday, Aug. 18, at 7 p.m. at
Spence Chapel United Methodist
Church, Mayfield.
A reception will follow the
ceremony.
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend the wedding and
the reception.
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Beauty pageant is scheduled
Bradford Chamber of Commerce of Bradford, Tenn., will sponsor
a
beauty pageant on Friday, July 13, at 7 p.m. and Saturday, July 14, at
10
a.m. at Bradford School. This will be for girls, 0 to 18 months, 19 to
35
months, 3 to 5, 6 to 9, 10 to 12, 13 to 15 and 16 and over, and boys, 0
to
2, 3 to 5, and 6 to 9. The 6 to 9 king and queen and 16 and over queen
will be Friday night, and others on Saturday morning. Professional judge
s
from a great distance will be judging. For a form call during the day
at
Bradford Special School, 1-901-742-3108, or after 5 p.m.,
1-901-742-3395 or 1-901-742-2828.

St

Murray TOPS to meet Tuesday
Murray TOPS (take off pounds sensibly) Club will meet
Tuesday, June
26, at 7 p.m. at Southside Manor Recreational Room, off
Glendale Road.
This is an international, nonprofit weight-control organi
zation with
320,000 members world-wide with the program based on combif over
a
iation
of group dynamics, competition, recognition and obesit
y research. For
information call 759-1625.

Singles to hear Dr. Steve Jones
Singles Organizational Society will meet Tuesday, June
26, at 7 p.m. at
Chamber of Commerce building. Dr. Steve Jones will
speak about "Dating Rituals in Non-we,stem Societies." All singles
are invited to attend.
For more information call Pamela, 753-7638, Jeanne
, 753-0224, or Jackie,
1-527-8175.

.....

Health Express lists stops
Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will made runs
on
Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, June 26, 27 and 28. Blood
pressure,
pulse, vision and glaucoma screenings, along with an Occult
Blood
Screening Kit for $4 will be offered at each place. The express will
be at
Community Center, Puryear, Tenn., on Tuesday from 9 to 11:30 a.m.
and
12:30 to 2:30 p.m. On Wednesday the express will be at Willis Center
,
Murray, from 10 a.m. to 12 noon. The express will be on the courts
quare
in downtown Murray on Thursday from 9 to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to
2:30
p.m.

Louis Zimmerman earns
his juris doctorate degree
Louis Zimmerman of Paducah
earned the juris doctorate degree at
the University of Louisville School

Louis Zimmerman

•

Alzheimer's Group will meet
Alzheimer's Disease Support Group will meet Tuesday, June 26, at
4:30 p.m. in board room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. For more
information call Cindy Ragsdale, 762-1100, or Joretta Randolph,
753-5561.

AARP will not meet Tuesday
The Murray/Kentucky Lake Group of American Association of Retire
d
Persons will not meet on Tuesday, June-26, because so many of the
members will be out of town. The next meeting will be Tuesday, July 24, at
12
noon at Boston Tea Party, Holiday Inn, according to Marjorie Shroat
Dunn, president.

Ruby Fannin will host meeting
Eva Wall Mission Group of Memorial Baptist Church will meet Tuesday, June 26, at the home of Ruby Fannin. The van will leave the church
at 9 a.m. This will be a potluck meal with husbands as guests. Special
speaker will be Freida Adams, missionary to Venezuela. All ladies and
their husbands are invited, a group spokesperson said.

Youth series to be at Lebanon
West Kentucky Summer Youth Series for Churches of Christ will
be
Tuesday, June 26, at 7:30 p.m. at Lebanon Church of Christ just
west of
Sedalia. The speaker will be Mark Black with his subject being "How
Are
You Spending Your Prime Time?" All youth in the area are
invited to
attend.

Monday, June 25
Adult Great Books Discussion
Group will meet at 7 p.m. at Calloway County Public Library.
Bingo with proceeds to Volunteer Fire Department will be at
6:30 p.m. at Water Valley Community Center.
Prepared Childbirth Class will be
at 7 p.m. in Education Unit of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.

Monday, June 25
Oak Grove Baptist Church will
have Vacation Bible School at 6:30
p.m.
-Spring Creek Baptist Church will
have Vacation Bible School at 6:30
p.m.
Grace Baptist Church will have
Teen College at 6:30 p.m.

Closer Trims In
Tighter Quarters

Two Medium Pizzas $1999
Original Crust • Up To 10 Items

A Newcomer's Seminar will be Tuesday, June 26, from
7 to 9 p.m. in
Mississippi Room of Curris Center, Murray State
Univer
sity.
Sponsored
by the Center for Continuing Education/Academic Outre
ach at MSU, the
seminar is designed for people who are new to Kentu
cky and will deal
with Kentucky law, Kentucky taxes and Kentu
cky investments. "We want
to reach out to the community and help our new
residents adjust to their
chosen state," said Dean Viloa Miller who will act
as
speakers will be Sid Easley, attorney, to discuss Kentu moderator. Three
cky law as it relates
to such things as wills and property; Mike Keller,
CPA, to discuss Kentucky taxes with special emphasis on changes
adopted by General
Assembly this spring; and Betty Boster, investment
broker, to discuss
investments that are particulary advantageous for Kentu
cky residents. For
more information call 762-4150. There will be a charg
e
of $4 per person
or $6 per couple. All interested newcomers are
invited.

Senior Board to meet Tuesday
The monthly meeting of the Board of Direct
ors of Murray-Calloway
County Senior Citizens Program, Inc., will be
Tuesday, June 26, at 1:30
p.m. at the office at 1620 Main Si Shirley T.
Johnson, chairman of the
board, will preside.

Preschool Mania to be at Oaks
Preschool Mania for children up to 5 years of age,
will be at Oaks
Country Club on Tuesday, June 26, at 1 p.m. Fun, food
and games will be
included, according to Peggy Algood, Sheila Lenck
i and Melissa Starks,
chairpersons for children's activities.

(
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Tuesday, June 26
guage classes will continue at Calloway County Public Library.

Events at First Baptist Church
will be Day Camp for ages 4 to 6
at 9:30 a.m. and CARE at 6:30
p.m.

Aging Committee will meet at
10 a.m. at Purchase Area Development District office, Mayfield.

Murray/Kentucky Lake Group of
AARP will not meet today.

Senior citizens' activities will be
at 9:30 a.m. at Dexter Center; from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel and Willis Centers; and from 10 a.m. to 3
p.m. at Ellis Center.

Newcomer's Seminar will be at
7 p.m. in Mississippi Room, Curris
Center, Murray State -University.
For information call 762-4150.

Spouse Abuse Progrom of Murray will sponsor a support group
for women at 12 noon. For information call 759-4050.

Board of Murray-Calloway
County Senior Citizens will meet at
1:30 p.m. at office at 1620 West
Main St.

Events at Paris Landing State
Park will include Create A Fish at
10 a.m.; Sidewalk Art at 11 a.m.;
Pool Party at 1 p.m.; Frisbee Fun at
2:30 p.m.

Events at Calloway County Public Library will include Parents and
Twos at 9:30 a.m. and Story Hour
at 10:30 a.m.
Morning Coffee Break will be at
9:30 a.m. at Martin's Chapel
United Methodist Church.
Preschool Mania for children up
to 5 years of age will be at 1 p.m.
at Oaks Country Club.

Executive Board of Christian
Women's Club of Murray will
meet at 9:35 a.m. in Annex of Calloway County Public Library.
Murray Lions Club will meet at
6:30 p.m. at South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist Church.
West Kentucky Youth Series
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at Lebanon
Church of Christ, Sedalia.
Eva Wall Mission Group of
Memorial Baptist Church will
leave the church at 9 a.m. for a
potluck meeting at home of Ruby
Fannin.
Senior Adults of Grace Baptist
Church will meet at 10 a.m. at
church to go on trip.
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WE FINANCE

DOWN
PAYMENT

Galt8

Offer Not Good
With Any
Other Special

The Dixon ZTR 361 is on incredible mowing machine with a
big
tnmming advantage! Its 36.. cutting deck extends outside
the low-proftle
body, so it's easy to trim close even where its a tight fit.
Powered by a 12-hp Briggs & Stratton engine, ZIP 361 feature
s Dixon's
famous Zero Turning Radius maneuverability.
You can mow around things in one clean sweep,
yet move easily through yard gates or between
flowerbeds—and reach under kw-honging
ZTR Riding Maven
branches for a clean trim. ZTR 361: the narrow
Tvfn On A Duca"
Bur
Yovrself Some Tone
PACPA/er with a wider reach.

Dixon

kockVk PIN

HOME

DOWN
YM ENT

1973 Ford LTD
Clean Car

$300 down

1980 Concord
6 cyl., air

1400 down

1973 Century
78,000 miles

8400 down

1981 Cutlass LS
4 dr., 6 cyl.,

1500 down

1975 Malibu
4 dr.. runs good

$400 down

1981 Mercury Wagon
Loaded

$500 down

1977 Electra
Loaded

$300

1982 Malibu
4 dr., air

1500 down

1982 Grand Prix
V-6, auto, air

40 down

1978 Cutlass
2 dr. V-8
1979 Dodge Wagon
Nice

down

'500 down
*An
we

down

1983 EXP
Nice, air

siaiv down

Following Cars • Cash Only
1988 Tempo
14,000 miles

15,00

1986 Mercury Capris
Loaded, black

$4,995

1987 Pontiac 6000
4 dr. nice

'4,995

1985 Delta Royale
Runs like new

84,995

1987 Colony Park Wagon
1982 Cutlass Clera
Loaded (Loon Value $51500)Nice
car

'2,500

.

'6,995

Chestnut St.

753-6656
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East Main Auto Sales

Original Crust • Up To 10 Items $"

Dine-In, Pick-Up
or FREE Delivery
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Universal Cheerleading Association Camp will start at Murray
State University. For information
call 1-800-238-0286.

Health Express of MurrayCalloway County Hospital will be
at Community Center, Puryear,
Tenn., from 9 to 11:30 a.m. and
12:30 to 2:30 p.m.

Singles Organizational Society
will meet at 7 p.m. at Chamber of
Commerce building. For information call Pamela, 753-7638, Jeanne,
753-0224, or Jackie, 1-527-8175.

of r
the
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Murray TOPS (take off pounds
sensibly) Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at Southside Manor Recreational
Room. For information call
759-1625.

Alzheimer's Disease Support
Group' will meet at 4:30 p.m. in
board room of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
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Two Large Pizzas
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Tuesday, June 26
Ladies' Night Out will be at 6
p.m. at Murray Country Club.
Reservations should be made with
Debbie Williams, 753-8116 by
Monday.

Bingo will be played at 7 p.m. at
Parish Center of St. Leo's Catholic
Church. This is sponsored by
Knights of Columbus.

Mid

Stop by and visit with us
and enjoy our famous
Mr. Gatti's All-You-Can-Eat
Pizza & SpaGatti Buffet!

•

Coming community events are announced

Elm Grove Baptist Church will
of Law in graduation ceremonies in
have Vacation Bible School at 6:30
May. Purchase Area Housing Corporap.m.
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. tion will meet at 5 p.m. at Purch
ve
Louis Zimmerman Sr. of Murray Area Development District office
,
and is married to the former Susan Mayfield.
Tuesday, June 26
Shaffer of Mayfield.
National Scouting Museum will
Zimmerman has been admitted
Bible Class (nondenominational) be open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. For
to the bar in Kentucky and
will meet at 7 p.m. at New Life information call 762-3383.
Tennessee.
Christian Center.
He served as president of the
Alcoholics Anonymous will
Student Bar Association and was a
Parents Anonymous will meet at meet at 8 p.m. at American Legion
member of University of Louisville
6 p.m. For information call Building, South Sixth and Maple
Athletic Board of Directors and
Streets.
753-0082.
Student Government Association.
A 1981 graduate of Calloway
Martin's Chapel United MethodOpen non-smoking meeting of
County High School, Zimmerman
ist Church will start Vacation Bible
Nar-A
non
Famil
y
Group
will
be
at
earned the B.S. and M.A. degrees
School at 6
at Murray State University in 1985 7:30 p.m. at University Church of
Chris
t.
For
infor
matio
n call
and 1987 respectively.
Oak Grove Baptist Church will
While a student at Murray State, 753-7046.
have Vacation Bible School at 6:30
he served as president of the Stup.m.
National Scouting Museum will
dent Government Association and
be
open
from
9
a.m.
to 5 p.m. For
as a member of the MSU Board of
Spring Creek Baptist Church will
information call 762-3383.
Regents.
have Vacation tBible School at 6:30
Zimmerman is an associate of
p.m.
the law firm of Boehl, Stopher,
AA and Al-Anon will have
Graves and Deindoerfer in
closed meetings at 8 p.m. at Senior
Grace Baptist Church will have
Paducah.
Citizens Center, Benton. For infor- Teen College at 6:30 p.m.
mation call 759-4059 or 753-7663.
Elm Grove Baptist Church will
Open meeting of Narotics have Vacation Bible School at 6:30
Anonymous will be at 7 p.m. at p.m.
Parish Center, St. Leo's Catholic
Church.
New Concord Church of Christ
will have Vacation Bible School at
Martin's Chapel United Method- 9:30 a.m.
ist Church will start Vacation Bible
School at 6 p.m.
Registration for German Ian-
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Newcomer's seminar on Tuesday
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FARM AND AG NOTES
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Seaboard announces supervisors
Seaboard Farms of Kentucky has
announced it has selected production supervisors for its poultry processing plant located north of

and processors, is expected to
begin processing poultry at its Kentucky plant near Hickory about
Nov. 5.

The production supervisor are
currently undergoing an extensive
training program at the local facilities and at a Seaboard facility in
Canton, Ga., according to Tim
Lawson, processing plant general
manager.
Seaboard Farms, one of the
country's leading poultry producers

Listed below are the names,
hometown and specialty of the people currently involved in the
training:
Terry Paschall of Murray, production superintendent; Dean
Lampkins of Murray, eviscerating
supervisor; Joy Bridges of Benton,
component parts supervisor, Terry

Brooks of Boaz, picking supervisor; Carmen Gordon of Cunningham, eviscerating supervisor, Mark
Miller of Mayfield, packing supervisor, Lori Pryor of Mayfield, KR
supervisor; Joey Shelton of Mayfield, deboning supervisor, John
Snipes of Mayfield, shipping
supervisor, Joseph Waggoner of
Mayfield, receiving supervisor;
Sandra Young of Canton, Ga., eviscerating supervisor, and Mark Williams of Chattanooga, Tenn., production superintendent.

New type of hybrid corn gives
'customers a `sweet' choice
Production supervisors for Seaboard Farms of
Kentucky's new poultry processing plant north
are currently undergoing training locally at the
of Mayfield
row, from left, Terry Paschall, Dean Lampkins,company's facility in Canton, Ga. Shown above are, front
John Snipes, Joseph Waggoner, Carmen Gordo
n,
Young, Joy Bridges,(back row, from left) Mark
Williams, Mark Miller, Terry Brooks, Joey Shelt Sandra
Pryor and Tim Lawson, plant manager.
on, Lori
Mayfield Messenger photo by Jim Abernathy

Trash can lead to a good garden
Gardeners can create a treasure
of rich organic material by using
the general yard trash and kitchen
wastes in a compost pile.
Grass clippings, leaves, branches
cut into small pieces and general
garden trash make a good compost
pile, said Bill Fountain, an Extension horticulturist at the University
of Kentucky.
Cut branches and leaves are most
desirable, because they contain a
lot of lignin, which provides bulk
for the organic material created in
a compost pile. Grass clipping provide little lignin and may cause
odors as they ferment.
Kitchen wastes that do not contain fats also can be used. Good
choices include carrot and potato
peeling ends of asparagus spears,
apple, lettuce and cabbage cores,
pepper stems and cores, melon
rinds and onion, orange and banana
peels.
Fountain cited several benefits

for having compost piles.
"It increases the lifespan of landfills by decreasing the amount of
rubbish that goes into the landfills," he said. "Although this rubbish is probably a minor part of the
overall volume, every little bit
helps."
Compost improves soil texture,
especially-in heavy clay soils. This
reduces erosion and maximizes
benefits of water.
In addition, more oxygen can
penetrate the soil. This generates
earthworm activities that build up
soil and make it easier for roots to
become established.
Composting also recycles nutrients into the soil, cutting down on
the need and expense of using synthetic fertilizers.
Ample moisture and oxygen are
the secret to making quality compost, Fountain said. Water the pile
periodically during dry weather. To
improve oxygen availability, turn

PADUCAH LIVESTOCK MARKET
Cattle 481 Calves 2 Compared to
last week Slaughter Steers and
Heifers untested, Cow 1.00-2.00
Higher, Bulls steady 1.00 Higher,
Calves Poorly tested, Vealers
untested, Feeder Steers 1.00-2.00
lower on weights under 500lb.
steady on weights over 500 lb.
Heifers steady.
Slaughter Cows: Breaking Utility
and commercial 2-4 51.00-55.75,
Cutter and Boning Utility 1-3
53.75-60.00 High dressing and
Boning percent 65.00.
Slaughter Bulls: Yield grade 1
19351b. indicating 80 Carcass boning percent 72.00, Yield grade 1-2
1020-18351b. indicating 77-79 percent '60.00-69.00.
Slaughter Calves: Choice
300-450 lb. 80.00-81.50.
Feeders: Steers: Medium and
Large No.1 2751b. 102.50,
300-4001b. 88.00-109.50,
400-500lb. 87.00-98.00 500-6001b.
89.00-93.00, fleshly 86.00
600-7001b. 84.00-88.00, Medium
No.2 300-5001b. 84.00-93.00,
500-6001b. 84.00-86.00, Large
No.2 420-4951b. 84.00-84.75

6631b. 70.50, 7821b. 58.00, Small
No.1 365-4251b. 79.00-83.00,
5101b. 87.50.
Heifers: Medium and Large No.1
170-2751b. 102.00-133.00,
300-4001b. 85.000-102.00,
400-500lb. 85.00-93.00, 500-6001b.
81.00-88.00, 600-700lb.
78.00-83.00, Medium No.2
300-4001b. 83.00-86.00,
6501b.-7501b. 61.00-69.00, Small
No.1 500-6001b. 70.00-77.00.
Stock Cows and Calves: Medium
and Large No.1 750.00-890.00,
Medium No.1-2 680.00-750.00
with 200-4001b. Calves at side.
Stock Cows: Large No.1 630.00
Medium No.1 470.00-560.00 with
5-7 and 5-7 mo.
Stock Bull: Large No.1
1065-12301b. 66.25-67.00.
Sheep: Slaughter Lambs: Good
and Choice 91.00-111.00lb.
50.00-52.50.
Slaughter Ewes: Good 951b.
41.00.
slaughter Buck: 125-1851b.
40.00-50.00.
Feeder Lambs: Good 661b.
41.00.

compost over about every three to
six weeks.
Do not put plastic bags filled
with grass clippings or leaves on a
compost pile. The plastic prevents
oxygen from getting to the clippings and leaves.
Another way to increase oxygen
is to build the compost area with
materials that allow air movement
through the pile. Wire and boards
(preferably pressure treated) with
one-inch gaps between boards
enable oxygen to penetrate the
compost pile. Concrete blocks are
more stable, but reduce air
movement.
In addition to providing adequate
water and oxygen, gardeners can
speed up decomposition by sprinkling one-half ounce each of
ammonium sulfate and super phosphate per square yard on the corn- post pile. Repeat the process for
each of 12 inches of material added
to the pile.
To ensure optimum oxygen
movement, the compost pile should
not be more than four feet high.
Most piles are 4-by-4 feet or
4-by-8 feet.
Use lime at the rate of one cup
per square foot to solve odor
problems.

AII

Hardware

Two new types of sweet corn are
sweeter and give consumers better
quality than standard corn, according to a horticulturist at the University of Kentucky.
The new types, sugary enhanced
and super sweet, have twice the
sugar content of standard sweet
corn, said John Strang, an Extension specialist with the College of
Agriculture. The higher sugar content means they will retain sweetness and, therefore, quality longer.
Because of the higher sugar content, both types make a superior
frozen product.
The sugary enhanced varieties
have the creaminess of standard
sweet corn while the super sweet
varieties have a clear juice.
Because the sugary enhanced
varieties have very tender kernels,
they must be harvested by hand
rather than mechanically.
"Super sweet varieties have
slower or incomplete conversion of
sugar to starch," Strang said.
"Some varieties do not reach peak
flavor for up to 72 hours after
harvest. Super sweet corn also has
crunchy kernels, making it more
resistant to mechanical harvesting
and shipping damage.
"The slow sugar conversion and
crunchy kernels make super sweet
corn ideal for long-distance
shipping."
Beth sugary enhanced and super
sweet types are available in white,
yellow and bicolor, Strang said.
Because there is little difference
among the colors, consusmers need
not ask for "white" or "yellow"
corn.
"Most grocery stores carry super
sweet corn almost exclusively
because of its longer shelf life and
resistance to mechanical harvesting

June
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Let Hutson Ag float across your field
s.
High yields start with a good fertilizer prog
ram.
Your friends at Hutson Ag would like to help
service you during this wet season.
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HUTSON AG
SERVICE

Hazel
498-8142

Wiswell
753-6414
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We offer you: FREE Estimates, References and Location
of
Garages In Your Area, And Written Warranty.
19 YEARS EXPERIENCE IN BUILDING
W/Hardboard Siding
1 1/2 CAR (12220)
2 CAR (18X20)
LARGE 2 CAR (22X22)
2 1/2 CAR (24X24)
LARGE 2 1/2 CAR (24)00)

Deluxe Models
1990
)2675

Vinyl Siding

1 1/2 CAR (12X20)
2 CAR (18220)

97
GALLON

Ace 5 Star Latex
Flat White Paint
Dries to a bralioni non-yellowing,
stain-resistont finish. Fume resistant.

Csiefart Colors Maribor

'2425
$3095

'2950
LARGE 2 CAR (22X22)
$3390
'3290
2 1/2 CAR (24X24)
$3675
'3875
LARGE 2 1/2 CAR (24X30) $4375
(Plus Off Level Lot) & Freight
YOUR SATISFACTION:IS,01111-40AL---

--„______
BETTER BUILT GARAGE CO.

BANK FINANCING
AVAILABLE

MELBER, KY. • (502) 674-5530
Owner, DWAIN WARREN

IU

BANK FINANCING
AVAILABLE
1

Double-reinforced for durability, yet
remains flexible all year 'round.

Ill

IV

Completely Erected, Including Concrete Floors,
Not Pre Fab. All Qual ty Materials, No Seconds.

Ace Reinforced
Garden Hose 70/x/
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are changing the sweet corn industry. "These varieties have a better
taste and quality than standard
sweet corn like Silver Queen," he
said.
,
For more information, contact
your county Extension office.

ACE

7"2-Speed
Oscillating Fan

Planting Time Is Here!

and shipping damage," he added.
"Consumers are more likely to find
sugary enhanced corn at direct
marketing outlets such as farmers
markets and roadside stands."
Strang encouraged consumers to
try these new types of corn, which

ELECTRICITY..
Today's
Way to .
Convemence
Daddy'sx fixing supper. And
electricity is there to give him a
hand. He can just warm up food in
the oven or the microwave, and grab
a cold drink from the fridge. Cleanup is easy too with the dishwasher
and food disposal to do all the work
With electricity to help, Dad
does a pretty good job. Even the kids
think so.
Electricity is today's way to convenience. . .today's way to live.

West Kentucky Rural
Electric Cooperative
Corporation
753-5012
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Ivan Lendl see
turn grass into gold
By DAVID RAMEY

Ledger & Tints. At. Spoils Editor

By STEVE WILSTEIN
Associatad Press Tomas Writsr

WIMBLEDON, England - Ivan Lendl's bold
experiment in tennis alchemy, transforming his
leaden style on grass into the golden touch of a
Wimbledon champion, is about to be tested
before a gallery of skeptics.

1

John McEnros, Jimmy Connors and Boris Becker, Wimbledon
winners all, were among many who scoffed at the notion that
Lendl, 30, could remake his carefully crafted game so late in
his career.
Now, during Monday's opening matches of this most cherished
of tennis championships, they're not so sure he hasn't
succeeded.
McEnroe once described Lendl's form as "programmed" and
"robotic," fine for the hard courts of the U.S. and Australian
Opens or the clay courts of the French, but unsuited to the odd
bounces and artistic demands of grass courts.
Connors said recently that the top-seeded Lendl, winner of
eight Grand Slam events but never a Wimbledon title, simply
didn't have the serve-and-volley style that comes so naturally to
boomers like Becker.
•'Grass-court tennis is a game of aggression and risk taking,
but of a calculated nature," said Mark Cox, Britain's former top
payer and an expert on the surface.
Rallies often last only two or three shots, he pointed out,
putting a premium on the serve, return of serve and volley.
Lendl's big weapon, the baseline passing shot, is difficult
because of the low, skidding bounces, and his ventures to the
nct in the past have been rare.
Beyond technique and strategy, grass-court tennis requires "a
flexible, creative mind - the ability to salvage a point with
something outrageous," Cox said. "This is what Lendl finds so
Li:fficult. He favors the predictable and is secure with the obvioi.s. How well he can wrench that spark of innovation from his
careful and precise character will determine his success."
Arthur Ashe pulled one of the great switches in tennis history
when he forsook power for soft-touch shots to beat a slugging
Connors in the 1975 Wimbledon final. But that wasonly one
match, not a whole tournament.
Tennis players, like boxers, don't often fare well when they
change styles in big matches. In the crunch, they tend to revert
to old habits.
Bjorn Borg, a ground-stroker supreme, won five Wimbledon
titles from 1976 through 1980. But he was the rare exception to
the rule of serve-and-volleyers dominating through most of
Wimbledon's 113-year history.
Lendl, running out of time to capture the one championship
that has eluded him, dedicated himself this year to proving he
could win at Wimbledon. The quest has been called an obsession. though -the Czechoslovakian native dismisses that term and
\-3yS tie merely- •SV'atits- tcrgtv trimsett-triT--best -shot of winning -here.
"I'd hate to look back, years from now, and think there was
something I could have done differently to win at Wimbledon,"
Lendl said. "lf I don't win, OK, but at least I made the sacrifices to prepare for it. I'm doing everything I can do."
Lendl, a Wimbledon semifinalist the past two years and
runner-up in 1986 and 1987, solidified his No. 1 ranking by
winning his second straight Australian Open in January. He then
spent much of the next five months honing his grass-court game
with coach Tony Roche.
From Roche's home in Australia to Lendl's estate in Connec:-cut to private clubs in England, Roche and Lendl worked on
nuances and power requirements of grass-court play. Lendl
.,:so adjusted to the demands of fatherhood after his wife
sdmandia gave birth to their first child three months ago.
In selecting Roche, a 1968 Wimbledon finalist, to retool his
Lendl concluded that what Roche doesn't know about
crass-court tennis probably isn't worth knowing.
Hundreds of hours of pumping iron, riding bicycles, running
,:nd court exercises have turned Lendl into a tall, thin version
of Arnold Schwarzenegger, with whom he shares some of the
same chiseled facial features.
Lendl passed up the French Open, which he'd won three
mes, to work out with Roche on grass across the English
Channel and play in a grass tournament in Beckenham. Lentil,
who had seemed allergic to grass for so long, won the tournament and suddenly fell in love with the surface.
The love affair deepened the following week on the grass at
Queen's Club in London where Lendl trampled an overweight
and out-of-shape McEnroe 6-2, 6-4 in the semifinals and stunned
a perfectly fit Becker 6-3, 6-2 in the final.
So dominant was Lendl, so strong were his turf-scorching
serves and volleys, that an interviewer afterward said to him,
"Boris. is that the best you've played on grass?"
Lendl could take pride in that case of mistaken identity and
comfort in the knowledge that he'd just beaten Becker for the
first time on grass. Becker, the defending and three-time Wimbledon champion, had won their last five meetings since 1987
and all three of their matches at Wimbledon, including a
five-setter in last year's semifinals.
"The one good thing is that he cannot play better than that,"
Becker said, searching for consolation in the loss last week.
"-He played like the perfect grass-court player ... I think I can
play better.:
Becker, seeded No. 2 behind Lendl at Wimbledon, also suggested hopefully that the victory might hurt Lendl by exploding
the "myth" of his incompetency on grass and shifting the burden of Wimbledon favorite onto his shoulders.
"There will be a bit more pressure on his back now because
everyone knows he can play on grass," said Becker, who once
explained his grass-court dominance over Lendl in mental rather
than technical terms.
McEnroe, seeded fourth at Wimbledon in his first Grand Slam
event since his ejection from the Australian, was equally
impressed by Lendl's adjustments to grass. Lendl had been paying particular attention to his serve and dealt out 11 aces to
McEnroe.
"I've never seen him looking so solid and comfortable on
grass," McEnroe said. "I got my butt kicked."
McEnroe looked chubbier in the thighs and slower after missing much of the past four months because of injury. Though
not expected to be a serious contender for the title this year,
the irascible three-time champion cannot be dismissed against
anyone, even Lendl.
Nor can No. 3 Stefan Edberg, who could meet Lendl in the
semifinals. Edberg has recovered from the torn stomach Muscle
that caused his early retirement kw the final match with Lendl
in the Australian Open, but he wasn't quite ready to handle a
near-perfect Becker in the semifinals at Queen's Club.
If Becker, Edberg and McEnroe all possess the blend of power, touch, athleticism and creativity deemed necessary to win at

Wimbledon, Lend! at last seems to be joining them.

They came from far and wide to
compete in the Hawaiian Tropic
Junior Tennis Tournament, but they
were some familiar faces in the
finals on Sunday.
Beth Wilson won the girls'
18-and-under title Sunday morning
with a 6-1, 6-0 win over Murray
High teammate Molly Sims and
teamed up with Lee Helwig of
Owensboro, the 16-and-under winner, to win the 18-and-under doubles, 4-6, 6-4, 7-6 over Carrie
Roach and Nicki Edwards.
Russ Adkins and Brent Keller,
both from Murray, teamed up to
win the boys' 16-and -under doubles, defeating Devon Moore and
Kyle Flannery 7-5, 6-0.
Earlier in the day, Adkins took
second in the boys' 16-and-under,
falling to Dean Veurinlc of Richmond, 6-1, 6-3,
Michael Hornback and Joel
Johnson of Murray took second in
the boys' 14-and-under, losing to
Kyle Wallace and Matthew Walker
6-1, 6-0 in the finals.
Jeremy Hunt of Murray teamed
up with Chip Ransler to win the
boys' 12-and-under group, defeating Jamie Gibbs and John Russell,
6-2, 4,6,_6-2.
In other girls action, Helwig
defeated Ginna Ruchka of Richmond in the girls' under-16 final,
6-3, 3-6, 64. In the under-14 girls,
Alisha Phillips of Benton defeated
Kelly Allen of Gracie, 4-6, 6-3,
6-2. In the under-I2, Melissa Otcy
defeated fellow Paducah native Lee
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Russ Adkins crunches a shot from the net as partner Brent Keller looks on during their championship
play in the boys' 16-under title round of the Hawaiian Tropic Junior Tennis Tournament Sunday.
.SteleAtgl „ilk _Holman and Laura
Ann Massey, 6-1, 6-1.
Jackie
Borders for the girls' I6-and-under
Rebecca Holland and
Trail defeated Melissa Otey and title.
In other boys' play, Jamey Gibbs
Abby Brazzell for the girls'
12-and-under doubles crown, Phil- defeated Ransler 6-2, 6-2 in the
lips and Allen teamed up to win the boys' 12-and-under division, with
14-and-under ttile defeating Dana Hunt winning fourth place. Ricky
Swann and Sarah Steele, and Greathouse of Louisville won the
Melissa Lynn and Sherry Little 14-and-under division with a 6-2,

6-7, 6-1 victory over Matthew
Walker of Jackson, Tenn.
Two Paducah natives battled it
out for the boys' 18-and-under
title. Eric Grogan defeated Shannon Mungle 6-4, 6-2 to win the
title. Grogan and Mungle teamed
up to win the 18-and-under doubles
title.

Track athletes advance in AAU-Jr.Olympics
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times Sports

Hornbuckle and Hester will be
competing as Kentucky state
champions in their events.

Russell Lencki, Brooke Lencki,
Russell Lencki claimed three
Thomas Hornbuckle and Stephen state titles and a second-place finHester paced a successful group of ish in the boys' 11-12 competition.
young track and field athletes Lencki won the 80-meter hurdles,
Saturday during the State AAU- the 200-meter dash and the long
Junior Olympic Track and Field jump while placing second in the
Championships at Jeffersontown 100-_meter dash_
__ _
_
High School. in LOuisVillel- - Younger sister Brooke Lencki,
Everyone from the local group
high
won the girls' 10-under
finished
meanwhile,
who competed
enough to qualify for the Region 200-meter dash and placed third in
IV National Championships, to be the long jump and fourth in the
held July 14 in Huntingdon, West 100-meter sprint.
Hornbuckle won the boys' 13-14
Virginia, but the two Lenckis,

200-meter dash and the long jump
titles while finishing third in the
100-meter dash, and Hester won
the discus title in boys' 11-12 competition while placing second in the
shotput.
All individuals who placed first,
second or third received medals
and qualified to advance to the regional meet, which will be held on
The- campus of -Marshall- University.
Other qualifiers from the
Murray-Calloway County Track
Team included:
*David Cavitt (11-12 boys), 3rd in
shotput and discus;

*Matt Farmer (11-12 boys), 2nd in
800-meter, 1500-meter, and
3000-meter runs;
.Royce Newton (11-12 boys), 2nd
in high jump, 3rd in 100-meter
sprint and long jump; and
Oared Lencki (13-14 boys), 3rd in
100-meter hurdles.
The next track, meet for the
Murray-Calloway team will be this
Satunky,r-Itme-40, 4S -the- groupcompetes at the TAC (The Athletic
Congress) state qualifying meet at
Boyd County High School in Ashland, Ky. The team is coached by
Calloway County High School
track coach Bill Miller.

WIMBLEDON

Poor service sinks Noah in first-round upset
WIMBLEDON, England (AP)Wimbledon's two-week run opened
today and quickly produced its first
upset. Yannick Noah, the No. 16
seed from France, was eliminated
by an 18-year-old from South Africa who had to qualify for the
Grand Slam tournament.
Wayne Ferreira took advantage
of Noah's service problems and
won 6-4, 6-3, 6-2 on an outside
court, almost before the fans on
Centre Court were in their seats
awaiting Boris Becker's opener
against Luis Herrera, or top-seeded
Ivan Lendl's match against Christian Miniussi on Court 1.
"This loss was tough," Noah
said. "Wimbledon was always special to me."
Ferreira, winner of the Wimbledon junior doubles title last year,
broke for the match at love when
Noah double-faulted. Noah gave
the teen-ager a break with another
double fault earlier in that set.
Other early matches produced
the expected results.
Tenth-seeded Jonas Svensson of
Sweden beat Fabrice Santoro of
France 6-4, 6-3, 6-2, and David
Wheaton of the United States beat
Magnus Larsson of Sweden 7-6,
6-4, 6-2.
Hana Mandlikova of Australia, a
former U.S. Open champion who
has announced that she is retiring
after Wimbledon, struggled before
beating Laura Lapi of Italy 6-3,
3-6, 11-9.
A sporting event that prides
itself on continuity, Wimbledon
has undergone major changes this
year and is being asked to consider
even greatet upheavals.
The standing sections on Centre
Court are gone, part of a huge facelift to ensure safety. botn McEnroe
wants a dome placed over the
courts. Some critics are calling for

grunting and groaning their way to
the top.
And the once unsinkable Steffi
Graf needs a title to re-establish
her supremacy in women's tennis.
Though still No. 1, Graf has lost
twice in a row to Seles.
While the men's competition
features its usual subplots - the
athleticism of Becker vs. the determination of Lendl, another bid by
McEnroe to turn back the clock -

the women's event has more storylines than "Twin Peaks."
Graf has won the last two Wimbledon titles over Martina Navratilova, and they again are the top two
seeds. They also are the best grasscourt players in women's tennis.
"I know my time is running out,
and I want to make sure I give it
my best effort this year," said
Navratilova, 33, who is seeking her
record ninth Wimbledon singles

title.
Navratilova skipped most of the
clay-court season to prepare for
Wimbledon. She showed her
strength on grass during the
weekend by clobbering Gretchen
Magcrs in the final of a tournament
at Eastbourne, England, one day
after experiencing knee pain.
"I feel I am one of only a tew
players who can win it," she said.

Irwin claims back-to-back wins
HARRISON, N.Y.(AP)- Hale
Irwin was a day late getting to the
suburbs north of New York City.
He was emotionally drained and
mentally weary from a 19-hole
playoff victory in the U.S. Open at
Medinah, near Chicago.
He, said he had no great expectations for the Buick Classic. But he
insisted his appearance at the Westchester Country Club was more
than the fulfilling of a
commitment.
"I'm not here just to put in my
obligatory two days and go home,
he said.
The 45-year-old veteran more
than proved his point with a bogeyfree closing round of 66 on SundLy
that brought him a second title in a
six-day period.
"I'm excited about the double,"
said Irwin, who became the first
Open title-holder since Billy CLINT. in 1966 to win the tournament
immediately following the American national championship.
"I'm sorry there can't even be
an effort to try for a triple," Irwin
said. Pleading exhaustion, he's
heading home and isn't even sure
when or where his next tournament
appearance will be.

"A lot of things are up in the
he said. "It's been a very,
.air,"
turf.
artifical
very hectic time, a very, very tense
But perhaps the most shocking
changes can be founcl within the time."
It's also been a very, very
two-week
women's draw for
rewarding time. In a monetary
Chris Evert is missing from the sense, he won $400,000 in the two

tournaments, more than he collected in any of his previous 22 full
seasons on the PGA Tour.
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courts after nearly two ticcades. A
pair of Florida-based teens, Monica
Seles and Jennifer Capriati, are

a

Hale Irwin, shown kissing the trophy from last Monday's U.S. Open
playoff win, has another award to get friendly with after winning
Sunday's Buick Open.
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Actions& Reactions
Kirksey Little League
Micah Baize(' punched a fifth-inning grand slam home
Hutson Company Friday night and David Taber added run for Holland Drugs/
inning as HD/HC defeated Hardin Grain/Peoples Bank a home run in the fourth
in a 23-20 sluglest. Reagan
Riley picked up the win for HD/HC while Jeremy Chapm
an and Dustin Crouch
shared pitching duties for HG/PB.

Dizzy Dean League
The Murray Dizzy Dean team, made up of players
ends of the broom this weekend, as they swept Paris,19-and-over, caught both
on Saturday, and lost a twinbill to Dyersburg, Tenn. Tenn. in a doubleheader
on Sunday. On Saturday,
Allan Bazzell pounded out fiva hits and five RBI's in the
two games, while Bryon
Counsel' had four hits, Jason Sammons four hits, and
Jeff Johnson five hits.
David Sykes got the win in the first game, a 7-5 victory,
picked up the save. Lassiter came back to throw four while Greg Lassiter
game, a 14-4 victory, and got relief help from an unlikelyinnings in the second
McCallon. The Calloway County High School baseball source, coach Randy
coach finished up by
tossing two innings of one-run ball.
'On Sunday, Dyersburg took home 3-0 and 5-1 victorie
s. Counsell had three
hits on the afternoon, while Chuck Adams had two hits in
Joey Waller had we of Murray's two hits in the secondthe first game. and
.

Little League
Fraternal Order of Police defeated Storey's 11-7 on Saturday to take over
first
place in the league standings and set up another first-place battle with
new
second-place team J.H. Churchill, who stands one-half game back after defeati
Asthma & Allergy Clinic 10-2 on Thursday night. In other games, Roys Pharma ng
cy
and West Kentucky Insurance played to a 10-10 tie on Saturday and Hutson
Chemical defeated Walter's Pharmacy 13-6 Thursday.
• • •
On Saturday, Storey's pitchers Stephen Crouch and Trent Wilson combined for
1-6
strikeouts in a losing cause as F.O.P. moved to 9-2 overall and Storey's fell
8-3.
to
For F.O.P., Josh McKee' picked up the win and drilled two triples and a single,
while Justin Morton had a double and two singles and Greg Miller collected
three
hits. For Storey's, Billy Smith doubled with two singles, Wilson tripled and singled
,
Chris McNeely tripled, Heath Shelton doubled and Crouch had two singles
.
•In the first game Saturday, Scott Earwood and Brad Shelton each had a double
and two singles for Roy's while Trevor Jones doubled and singled and Sean
Stonecipher doubled. For WKI, Preston Weatherly and Jerry Boyd each tripled
and
singled, David Green doubled and singled, Mark Baker tripled and Vince Clynard
had two hits.
• • •
On Thursday, Brent Anderson had 10 strikeouts and picked up the win
for J.H.
Churchill (9-2-1 overall), adding a triple and single to the attack which feature
over-the-fence homer by Brent Underhill, who also singled. Ryan Clark tripled d an
and
doubled for AAC, while Brandon McCoy had two singles.
'In the nightcap, Hutson Chemical saw Russell Lencki go the distance
for the win
while Jared Lencki and David Bugden doubled; John David Poyner had two
doubles for Walter's.

Kentucky League
Mountain Valley Water defeated the Rotary Club 18-11 on Saturday night
Bob Perrin Real Estate beat Thornton Heating and Air 14-6. On Friday night, while
Simmons Security System beat Dennison-Hunt 18-9 and Pickens' Supply defeate
d
Faye's 25-1.
• • •
Saturday's action saw Neil Key pick up the win for MVW while Russell Hargrov
doubled to offset the Rotary attack, which featured an inside-the-park home e
run
and single from Shane Andrus and a triple by Avery Hudspeth.
'In the nightcap, Shane Fox tripled twice and pitched the win for Perrin,
while
Roger Houk had a single and two doubles, Damn Harness doubled with
two singles and Seth Grogan doubled. For Thornton, Jett Hedges tripled and Micah
Cathey and Josh Herndon each doubled.
• • •
Friday night saw Chris Baurer pick up the win along with four singles for
SSS,
while Jason Gilliam had two singles and a double and Chad Delancey added
hits. For Dennison-Hunt, Mark Stockton hit two singles and Brian Dennison two
and
Michael Downey each doubled.
.Ryan Pickens got the win and a single and double for Pickens' Supply,
with Matt
Roberts drilling two doubles and two singles and Mitch Ryan adding a double
and
three singles while Alan Chase doubled twice. For Faye's, Chnstopher Jones
doubled.

--s

Park League
Clinic Pharmacy ended the season with an 8-2 record after Friday night's 15-5
win
over Murray Mold & Die. For Clinic, Steven Compton singled, doubled and tripled,
Josh Harcourt and Scott Lowe each tripled with two singles, Michael William
s
doubled twice, Derek Pace doubled and singled, and Chris Joyce, Joey McDanie
Jeremy Carroway and Jared Henson each singled twice. For MM&D, Jonath l,
an
Duncan homered, Zachary Lovett singled and doubled, Mitch Woods, Shane Smith
and Jason Henderson had two hits each, Roger White doubled, and Brad Thurmond, Clint Burkeen and Chip Ray added hits.
• • •
Office Products ended their regular season with a 5-2 victory over
Roberts Realty
on Friday, and opened tournament play with an 11-10 win on Saturda
y over Clinic
Pharmacy. On Friday, Derrek Stalls tripled for Office Product
Stone singled and doubled and drove home two runs. Michaels, while Matthew
Stubblefield had two singles each for Roberts, while Justin D'Elia and Larry
'On Saturday, Warren Thomas made a game-saving catch, and Garland doubled.
had three hits with
two doubles. Stone and Jay McGhehee had three hits, with a
while Eric
Villafor and Stalls had a double and single. Jeffery Owen had double,
two hits. Michael
Williams and Scott Lowe singled and doubled, while Steve Compto
n and Josh Harcourt each had two hits.

Sizzling Sandberg
snaps Cubs'slump
CHICAGO (AP) — Ryne Sandberg is hitting as well as
ever and he
finally got to enjoy it Sunday when the Chicago Cubs
snappe
d a threegame losing streak with a 3-2 victory over the Si
Louis Cardinals.
"If you don't win games, no matter what you do, it
doesn't mean a
lot," Sandberg said.
Sandberg hit his National League-leading 21st homer
singled with two outs in the 10th inning to start the game Sunday and
-winning rally.
Mark Grace followed with a single and after Andre
Dawson was walked
intentionally, pinch batter Hector Villanueva single
d
Ken Dayley to drive Sandberg in with the winninon an 0-2 pitch off
g run.
"I'm just trying to be aggressive," said Sandberg,
who
league with a .345 average and has 49 runs-batted is second in the
-in.
Sandberg broke a 1-1 tie in the fifth inning when he
homered off Jose
DeLeon but the Cardinals tied it in the seventh
with an unearned run. Jose
Oquendo walked and one out later Vince Colem
an bloopecl a single to
center. Willie McGee beat out an infield hit to
load the bases but Pedro
Guerrero flied out. With Todd Zeile at bat, catche
r Joe Girardi was
charged with a passed ball as Oquendo scored
the tying run.
The Cardinals scoroll a run in the second on a
pair of walks, an infield
out and a sacrifice fly.
"We were lucky to get. two runs," said
Manager Whitey Herzog.
"That's about the way it's been. We can't score
enough runs consistently
to get anything going."
And that's how it's been with the Cubs.
"We've had good offense and bad pitching and
pitching, we've had bad offense," said Sandbe when we've had good
rg.
haven't been able to put together a winning streak "That's why we
."
The Cubs, who had lost 10-of-12, did break a threegame
losing streak
thanks to Villanueva's hit off Dayley.
"I was just trying to stay alive," said Villanueva,
Iowa June 1 and has shown promise on offense with who came up from
a .282 average, four
home runs and 10 runs-batted-in.
"That's the first time in the big leagues and I hope
he said about breaking up a game in extra inning it's not the last,"
s.
When Sandberg singled off loser Tom Niedenfuer,
Herzog brought in
left-hander Dayley to pitch to the left-handed
hitting Grace.
"I brought in Dayley to get Grace out and to keep
Sandberg from stealing," said Herzog. "But he hung a curve on an 0-a
nd-2 pitch. In that spot
you let the hitter make the mistake."
Herzog didn't switch to a right-handed pitcher when
Villanueva came
up because he knew Manager Don Zimmer would
have countered with
left-handed hitting Gary Varsho.
Zimmer was especially pleased with the effort of starter
Mike Harkey,
who allowed only six hits and one earned run in
nine innings. Harkey
came off the disabled list June 13 having had tcndini
tis of the right
shoulder.
AROUND THE HORN
game of the division-leading Athletics in
the
NATIONAL LEAGUE
Arnencan League West.
One team rallies in the bottom of the ninth
"To come in here and win three in a row front
inning, another one stalls, and the National
the best team in baseball, it's a bog
thnll for us,"
League East leaderboard changes again.
Pasqua said. "It's a big lift for us.
The next time
In Montreal, Stan Belinda escaped a baseswe face them we'll be that much
more
loaded, no-out jam in the ninth as Pittsburgh
confident."
held on to win 5-3. The Pirates ended a fivePasqua hit Dave Stewart's second pitch of
game losing streak and moved back into first
the 10th for an opposite-field homer Anticipat
place, one-half game ahead of the Expos.
ing an Oakland loss, Stewart (9-6) was
already
At Shea Stadium, pinch -hitter Tim Teufers
in the clubhouse icing down his arm when
Hentwo-out, two-run single capped a three-run
derson's blast tied the game But he put his
comeback that lifted New York over Philadeljersey back on and came out for the
phia 6-5. The Mets have won six in a row and
final
inning.
13 of 15, and now are just two games behind,
"The game is never really over until the last
the closest they've been since April 27.
out, especially with this team. That's something
"This was like kids playing a World Series
I've always preached," Stewart said "I didn't
games," said Gregg Jettenes, who drove in four
practice what I'd been preaching."
runs and hit an RBI single during the Mets'
Pasqua's homer handed Oakland its first
rally.
extra-inning
loss of the season It also was the
Pittsburgh took a 5-1 lead into the ninth, but
first
time since June 1968 that the Athletics
Tim Wallach's two-run double with no outs finwere
swept
in a three-game series at home
shed Bill Landrum. Reliever Bob Kipper then
Elsewhere in the American League:
walked Larry Walker to load the bases.
.Minnesota allowed a club-record 23 hits,
Enter Belinda, who had no major league
including a career-high five by Jim Etsenreich,
saves at that pant. But he earned W. 1, sinkand were pounded 11-2 by the Royals. Kevin
ing out Nelson Santovenia and retinng Junior
Seitzer, Kurt Stillwell and Bill Pecota each had
Noboa and Tim Raines on fly balls
In other Nattional League games:
three of the Royals' club-record
20 singles
.Chris Sabo's three-run homer capped a six Kansas City had seven straight singles during
run sixth inning against Fernando Valenzuela
a
seven-run outburst in the third.
and led rough-and-tumble Cincinnati to its ninth
.George Bell hit two home runs, giving him
victory in 12 games and a nine-game lead in
five
in his last four games, as Toronto kept
the NL West with a 10-6 final over the Dodgers.
lead in the AL East with an 8-3 win its slim
Over the
.Andres Thomas led off the 12th inning with his
Yankees
second home run of the season and the Braves
The victory kept first-plate Toronto a half.
won a wild one in Atlarlia, 11-10 Over the San
gameahead of the Boston Red Sox The Blue
Diego Padres Manager Bobby Cox got his first
Jays open a four-game senes today at
Fenway
victory in two games since replacing Russ
Park.
Nixon.
.Dwight Evans, who homered twice the previ•Bill Gullickson beat San Francisco for the first
ous day, hit another home run and a sacnfce
time in 10 starts since 1985 and helped himself
fly as the Red Sox swept the
three-game series
with a two-run single at Houston in an 8-2 Astro
with Minors, 2-0.
win .
•Chns James had four hits and four RBIs
AMERICAN LEAGUE
John Farrell got his first victory in six weeksand
as
The Chicago White Sox look Oakland's best
the Indians beat the Brewers 9-5.
shot, then countered with a knockout punch of
'Chili Davis, Kent Anderson and
Lance
Parrish
their own.
hornered for the Angels in a 10-2 victory
over
Stung by Dave Henderson's game-tying, two.
Detroit
out, two-run homer in the ninth, the White Sox
'Dave Valle had a three-run homer among
responded with Dan Pasqua's leadoff home run
three hits and added four RBIs to tie a
career
in the 10th to beat the Athletics 3-2 Sunday and
high, and Harold Reynolds had four of Seattle's
complete a three-game sweep.
season-high 18 hits as the Mariners swampe
d
The victory pulled the White Sox within one
the Rangers 11-5

'Brazil, Netherlands spill from the Cup
ROME (AP) — One of the biggest days in World Cup history was
one of the worst for two soccer
powers. And one of the best for
two others.
Brazil, a three-time winner of
the world title, was eliminated 1-0
by defending champ Argentina as
Diego Maradona once again was
the deciding factor. The Netherlands, champions of Europe, lost to
West Germany 2-1 in a wild, wideopen shootout that nearly included
a fistfight.
Sunday was not exactiy another
day of soccer. It featured the most
impressive lineup so early in any
World Cup. Only one game lived
up to the advance billing, however.
The Germans and Dutch played
a scorcher. In the first half, Rudi
Voeller, West Germany's best
attacker, and Frank Rijkaard, the
top Dutch defender-, were given
yellow cards for separate incidents.
When they collided near the Dutch
goal a minute later, a short shoving
match ensued and both players
looked ready to carry it further
when they were handed red cards

and ejected by referee Juan it for much of the
game. The BraziToday's games were Romania
Loustau.
lians pushed forward and had a
vs.
Ireland at Genoa and Uruguay
"We talked later in the dressing dozen good scorin
g opportuntics. against Italy at Olympic Stadium in
room," Voeller said. "We've But poor marksmansh
always had an excellent relation- times, one attack ip and, some- Rome. The eighth second -round
er too few hurt matchup has England taking on
ship on the field."
them.
Belgium on Tuesday at Bologna.
Meanwhile, the teams played 10
Maradona then killed them. With
More than half of the 8,000
aside and were in excellent form — nine minute
s left in regulation
English fans expected in Bologna
the Dutch for the first time in the time, he drew three
defenders tow- for the game don't have
tickets.
event, the Germans continuing ard him and sent a
perfect pass to a
their strong play of the opening breaking Claudio Canigg
ia. Goalkround.
eeper Claudio Taffarcl came out,
Even without Voelier, Juergen Caniggia faked him to
the ground
Klinsmann, West Germany's other and hit the open net.
striker, was giving the Netherlands
Next up for the miracl
fits. In the 50th minute, Klinsmann the winner of Tuesd e-maker is
ay's game
took a pass from Guido Buchwald
between Yugoslavia and Spain. In
and flicked it past goalie Hans Van other weekend games
Federal Materials Co.
, Cameroon
Breukelen.
continued its stunning run with a
Concrete Block Buchwald later set up Andreas
2-1 victory over Colombia in extra
Masonary Items
Brefune for a wickedly curving
time, and Czechoslovakia got a hat
25-yard shot to make it 2-0, offsetC.C. Lowry Rd., Murray
trick from Tomas Skuhravy in a
ting Ronald Koeman's penalty kick
753-3355
,
4-1 win over Costa Rica.
.
with two minutes ,to go.
•:,. x,•-,
. .,, ,,,,.,
- c,
,
. ,,,,..,....,
Next up for the Gernitit is Czechoslovakia in the quarterfinals.
Voeller will be suspended for that
game.
Brazil was considered a daunting
favorite over Argentina. and looked
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SCOREBOARD
The Insurance Center
of Murray
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
'Your more than one company agency."

mi.

David King

901 Sycamore

753-8355

NATIONAL LEAGUE
Este Divisive
SS L
39 2$ 582
iic 30 571
36 29 554
34 33 507
29 40 420
29 42 400
West Division
W L
43 23 652
34 32 S'S
16 34 514
34 35 493
28 41 406
26 41 366

Pinsbu rgh
Montreal
New York
Phladeenia
St Louis
CtwagO
Cinannat,
San Diego
San Franasco
Los Angeles
Houston
Attanta
z-o•noies first game was a van

Saturday's Games
St Lours 8 Chicago 7
Houston 4 San Francisco 2
New York 3 Philadelphia 0
San Diego 7 Atlanta 5
Montreal 6 Pittsburgh 1
Cincinnati 11 Los Angeles 6
Sunday's Geese
Pittsburgh 5, Mon
Montreal 3
New Yob 6 Phiadelpha 5
Atlanta 11. San Diego 10 12 innings
Chicago 3, St Louis 2. 10 innings
Houston 5. San Francisco 2
Cinannak 10 Los Angetes 6
Monday's Games
San Francisco (Burkett 7 1) at Cincinnati (Armstrong
9-31. 635 p in

Pct
—
2
5
11
12

G8 L10 SIM. Hoene Away
1-4-6 Won 1
20-10 19-111
2-6-4 Lost 1
21-12 19.18
2-9-1 Won 6 24.13 12-16
5-5 Lost 3 111-15 16-111
44 Lost 1
15-22 14.15
3-7 Won 1
13.21 16-21

Poi
—
9
9
104
164
174

G8 L10 Streik Home Away
2-7-3 won 2 20-9 23-14
44 Lost 1
19-18 15-14
2-7-3 Lost 2 16-15 20-16
6-4 Lost 2 21-1S 13-20
z-1-7 Won 2 19-16 9-25
3.7 Won 1
14 19 12-22

*,,,

Philadelphia (Dsissus 0-0) at Pest:sop (Reed 0-01
6 35 pm
Los Angeles (FI Weiner 6-31 an Atlanta (Lot:van
e
2-0) 640 pm
Montreal iGaronor 3-31st Chicago (Book* 2-3.1. 105
0 In
San Diego (Bens. 6-4) at Houelon (Scott 4-71. 735
reTai York (Cons 3-4) at St Louis
(Tudor 5-3). 7 35
p in
Tuesday's Games
Montreal at CriKago 1 20 pm
San Franasco al Cincinnati 635
Dm
Pniladelone at Pittsburgh. 635 pm
Los Angeles at Atlanta 640 pm
San Diego at Houston 735 p in
New York at St Lana 7 35 pm

AMERICAN LEAGUE

Immo
Boston
Cleveland
letwaukes
Det ron
Baltimore
New You
Oakland ....
Chicago .„
California ...
Sunk, ....
Minnesota _
Texas .Kansas City
zolenotes first game was a ion
Saturday's Games
Boston 4 Baltimore 3, 10 innings
Toronto 8 New York 4
Chicago 5. Oakland 3
liennesota 5. Kansas City 1
Milwaukee it, Cleveland 1
Seattle 8. Texas 6, 11 innings
Detroit 9, California 4
Sunday's Games
Boston 2. Baltimore 0
Toronto 8, New York 3
Kansas City 11. Minnesota 2
Cleveland 9. Milwaukee 5
Callable 10 Devon 2
Chicago 3 Oakland 2 10 innmgs
Seattle 11 Texas 5
Monday's Games
Toronto iStielo 10-2' al Boston (Kieckef

East Division
W L Pct
41 10 577 —
39 29 574
4
32 35 478
7
32 35 478
7
34 38 472
TA
31 39 443
946
. 25 42 373 14
West Division
W L Pet
43 25 632 —
41 25 621
1
37 34 521
TA
35 37 486 10
33 36 478 1134
31 39 443 13
29 39 426 14

GB

2-7-3
7-3
6-4
2-4-6
z-5-5
24
4.6

L10 Streak Horne Away
Won 2 20-19 21-11
Won 3 22-ii 17-15
Won 1
18-14 14-21
Lou 1
17-17 15-15
Lou 1
17.20 17-1S
Lost 4 13-18 16-21
Lost 2 12-16 13-24

GB Lb O Streak Horne Away
4-6 Lost 3 19-13 24-12
2-5-5 Won 4 23-15 18.10
6-4 Won 1
19-17 18-17
1-6-4 Won? 15-20 20-17
3-7 Lost 1
16-15 17-21
5-5 Lost 2 17-21 14-15
2-6-4 Won 1
I5-19 11-20

pin
Texas (JetTcoat 1-2) at Minnesota (Erickson -0-01,
705 pm
Cksvoland iCandios 7-31 at Milwaukee fEicseio 4.51.
7 35 p in
Detron (Petry 5-4) at Oakland (Welch 11-2) 9 05 p m
Chicago it4bbard 5-41 at California (Langston 4-4
9 35 p in
Only games scheduled

2-3). 635

Tumidity's Gomel
Milwaukee at New Vont. 630 p m
Cleveland at Baltimore 635 pm
Toronto at Boston. 635 pm
Texas at Minnesota 705 pm
Detroit at Oakland. 905 p in
Kansas City at Seattle. 9 35 p in
Chicago at Caifornia. 935 p m

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
901 So. SYCAMORE

753-8355

SUBWAY IS
COMING TO
508 N. 12th St.,

Murray, Ky

753-1212

OPENING DATE JUNE 27
Tflot mewls fresh oriri tabulous sondv,"iches ond solods
mode right before vr eves tonred
free fixtOs of v2(ir rho

Pre-Opening
FREE Food Fest
TWO HOURS ONLY
Tuesday, June 26 - 5 to 7 p.m.
FREE One 6 inch Sandwich
& one small Soda.
Limit one sandwich & soda per person, please

,
q,. Quality Concrete On Time

..,
,

WHOLE WHEAT OR
COLD SUBS ITAUA
N BREAD
COLD CUT COMBO
BMT(ham, genoo pepperoni, bologna)
SUBWAY CLUB(roost beef, turkey horn)
SUPER COMBO
SUPER BMT
SUPER CLUB ,
TUNA 1-,x_TUNA
TUNA
SEAFOOD &CRAB
ROAST BEEF
TURKEY BREAST
HAM & CHEESE

HOI SUBS MON OR

Dr. Castle E. Parker D.D.S.
Annou

nces His retirement From the Practice of
General Dentistry as of July 7, 1990.
All Records Will be Maintained at the Office at

201 N. 5th St.
Murray, Ky.
/

Where Dr. Kelvin White D.M.D. Will Conduct a
Practice of General Dentistry.

MEATBALL
STEAK & CHEESE (10000 sirloin)

1986 Olds Cutlass Supreme
Local trade-in, 44,xxx miles, black, chrome wheels, white
lettered tires, sun roof, auto, V-8 Extra Sharp'

Carroll VW Audi Mazda
800 Chestnut St., Murray 753-8850

PAGE 11

ALL SERVED i•rrN
CHOICE or • AMICK AN CHEFS( • ONIONS • LETTUCE •
TOMATOES • DILI PICKLES • GREEN PEPPERS SLACK
•
()LIM • SALT • PEPPER & Of.

SUBWAY"'
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OBITUARIES

No one hurt in freak boat accident

,

•1
•'

A Louisville family was shaken
but unhurt in what a Kentucky
Water Patrol officer called the most
unusual accident he'd ever seen.
Robert C. Pearson, his wife and
two ions found their 30-foot sailboat wedged underneath the
Eggner's Ferry Bridge just after 1
p.m. Saturday.
The bridge is 14xated on U.S 68
between Aurora and the western
entrance to the Land Between the
Lakes recreation area.
"I've been here 19 years and
I've never seen anything like it,"
said Water Patrol senior officer
Richard Gidcumb.
"It was crazy. And the amazing
thing is the boat wasn't destroyed.

It took a heck of a beating under
there."
Gidcumb said the Pearsons' mast
caught on the final girder as they
crossed under the bridge..
"They're inexperienced sailors
and they were under the wrong part
of the bridge,'!.he said. "The scary
part was the mast was caught close
LP some conduits which carry
electricity for the lights under the
bridge. I was afraid they'd get
electrocuted."

Murrayan faces
receiving stolen
property charge

Two visting Texas residents
were killed Sunday night when
they were hit by a car as they
walked along the roadside near Gilbensville, according to a report
from the Kentucky State Police.
Harni.T. Sample, 86, and Carolyn S. Jordan, 76, both of Onalaska, Texas, were pronounced dead
at the scene after they were hit by a
southbound car driven by Eric
Scott Hodges, 16, of Rt. Gilbertsville, on U.S. 641, police said.
Police said the' couple was appa.rently walking back to their rooms
at the Kenbar Inn when they
walked into the path of Hodges'
vehicle.
The bodies were taken to the Filbeck & Cann Funeral Home in
Benton.

A Murray man has been arrested
in connection with a theft at a residence in Rivcria Courts, according
to a report from the Murray Police
Department.
Ernest L. Edmonson, 46, of Rt.
5, Box 1268 Murray, was arrested
and charged with receiving stolen
property Sunday around 1:07 a.m.,
police said.
The arrest stems from the theft
of items from the home of Ron
McLemore, 41, of Lot *2, Riveria
Courts, police said. The items
taken were recovered, police said.

Texas couple dead
following accident
near Gilbertsville

******************
SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT!!
16' Wide
Mobile Homes Will Be
Legal In Ky. July 16, 1990

*

SHOP NOW!!!
& SAVE!!!
Buy Lot Models Or Custom Order *
1990 16' 2 Bdr.
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•R-22 Ceiling
•R-11 Wall
"R-11 Floors
•2 Door Frost Free Refrigeration
'House Type Door
'Self Storing Storm Windows
'Skylight
*Blandex Floor (10 yr Limited Mfg Warranty)
•Energy Efficient

4:
'4(
(
4
4:
4:

4(

'Fire Resistant Walls & Ceiling

'4(
4:
4(

Delivered, Double-Blocked & Tied-Down
Within 100 Miles Of Pans, TN
Tires and Axles Stay With Home
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Stock Market .
Report
Prices as of 10:00 AM
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Atlantic & Concord's #1 Single Lot
Dealership In 9 States
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WE HAUL WHITE COLDWATER
GRAVEL AND DIRT.
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K&K STUMP REMOVAL
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Cats don't
have nine lives.
Make this
one last.
e.
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The boat was removed with
minor damage about 6 p.m. The
mast remained unbroken.
The State Department of Transportation was called to inspect two
holes in a support beam but
deemed the bridge save.

NOTICE

Mechanically Removed
24" Deep. Free Estimates
Treated Cross Ties
435-4343 Bob Kemp
Or

435-4319 Bob Kemp Jr.

William Wallace Holbrook Sr.
William Wallace Holbrook Sr.,
63, Murray, died Sunday at 9 a.m.
at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
A retired truck driver, he was a
veteran of World War II.
Born Feb. 2, 1927 at Ardmore,
Okla., he was the son of Oma
McMillian Holbrook and the late
Leslie Holbrook. One son, John
Franklin Holbrook, also preceded

pher Kirks, Scott Holbrook, Vain:
Foster, Tena Yarbrough, Darnell
Foster and Seth Holbrook.
Also surviving are his mother,
Mrs. Orna Holbrook; four sisters,
Mrs. Imogene Bryan, Mrs. Helen
Palms, Mrs. Joyce Lewis and Mrs.
Hildred Demoe; five brothers,
Hugh, Charles, Cliff, Mitch and
Map Holbrook.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
will be in charge of funeral and
burial arrangements.

him in death.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Margaret Kathryn Holbrook; two
daughters, Mrs. Catherine Ann
Williams and husband, Mitchell,
Chrisiana, Tenn., and Mrs. Sundra
Dee Kirks, Mesa, Ariz.; two sons,
William Wallace Holbrook Jr. and
wife, Glenda, Murray, and Michael
Glen Holbrook and wife, Sherrie,
Hamlin; six grandchildren, Christo-

Cody Ryan Crass
Cody Ryan Crass, infant, died
Friday at 4:35 a.m. at Kosair's
Children's Hospital, Louisville. He
was born June 21, 1990, at Murray.
Survivors are his parents, Randall and Lisa Overby Crass, and
one sister, Kaci Crass, RL 2, Murray; grandparents, Mrs. Sharon
Crass, Almo, Mr. and Mrs. Hugh
G. Crass, RL 5, Murray, and Mr.
and Mrs. Dale Brandon, Rt. 3,

Mrs. Margaret E. Roach, 71, Rt.
4, Murray, died Sunday at 7:40
p.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Her husband, J.B. Roach, died in
April 1981. She was a member of
Green Plain Church of Christ.
Born June 28, 1918, in Calloway
County, she was the daughter of
the late A.E. Madrey and Myrtle
Langston Madrey.
Mrs. Roach is survived by one
son, Donald Roach and wife, Linda, and one daughter, Joy Roach,
1503 Beckett Dr., Murray; one

Murray. One grandfather, Larry
Overby, preceded him in death.
Graveside rites will be at 6 p.m.
today (Monday) at McDaniel
Cemetery, located east of Ahno.
The Rev. Van Russell will
officiate.
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home
will be in charge of arrangements.
No visitation is scheduled.

----

Mrs. Cardelle
Waldrop

•

brother, Ernest Madrey and wife,
Murrelle, Rt. 1, Murray.
The funeral will be Tuesday at
10 a.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home. Gilbert
Gough will officiate. Mrs. Oneida
White will be soloist.
Pallbearers will be John Brinkley, Edward Curd, Rex Enoch, Darrell Hargrove, George Robinson
and Bill Stubblefield.
Burial will follow in Green Plain
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 5 p.m. today (Monday).

Mandela arrives in Boston
BOSTON (AP) — Nelson Mandela was given .a jubilant welcome
this morning in Boston, a city
cloaked in the colors of the freedom fighter's banner of black,
green and gold.
Mandela and his entourage
arrived at. Logan International Airport as a throng of supporters
chanted and *creamed a welcome.
He was greeted by Boston dignitaries and presented with flowers by
two young girls, natives of South
Africa now living here.
An enthusiastic crowd danced a
traditional South African dance.
Mandela, showing little signs of
weariness, joined in with a few
steps.
Before being wisked to his next
stop, Mandela praised Boston for
its role in the American Revolution
and in the anti-apartheid
movement.
"On a personal note, the city of
Boston has been responsible for
looking after my children, my
daughter and son-in-law," he said.
Zenani Mandela and her husband
live in Boston, and Mandela said
while in jail he worried about them
here so far from their family. But

the city "stood behind our family
and took over the task of parents to
my children."
Gov. Michael S. Dukakis was
among the throng waiting for Mandela's plane.
"We were the first state to say
we wouldn't put our pension fund
money in South Africa. Mr. Mandela knows this and appreciates
this," Dukakis said.
Boston has been eagerly anticipating Mandela's one-day stay.

Kentucky Human
Resources Cabinet
to begin offering
AIDS care, services
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Until now, the state has focused on
education and testing in its fight
against AIDS.
But a new program announced
by the Cabinet for Human Resources will offer services for the first
time to people who are already
infected with the disease.
The cabinet announced Friday
that it would use $250,000 in the
coming year to establish a "care
coordinator" network to help people with AIDS or infected with the
AIDS virus find medical care,
social and mental-health services
and financial support.

Graveside rites for Mrs. Cudelle
Waldrop were Sunday at 2 p.m. at
Murray City Cemetery. Charley
Bazzell and Henry Hargis
officiated.
Pallbearers were James Thompson, Leonard Wood, Hugh Eddie
Wilson, Bill Rayburn, Bob Over_ bey_t___Bob Melugin, Rob Wilson and
Mrs. Waldrop, 83, widow of
Burr Waldrop, died Friday at her
home at 1311 Olive Blvd.
Survivors include one son,
George Ed (Pete) Waldrop and
wife, Joy; two grandchildren, Mark
Waldrop and Julie Waldrop;
brother and sisters-in-law, Hugh
and Margaret Waldrop and Mrs.
Robbie Wilson.

Charles
Lee Wilson
The graveside rites for Charles
Lee Wilson were Sunday at 2 p.m.
at Riley Cemetery in Marshall
County. The Rev. Billy Riley
officiated.
Kennedy Funeral Home of Paducah was in charge of arrangements.
Mr. Wilson, 70, Rt. 2, Benton,
died Thursday at his home. He was
the son of Rubye Wilson and the
late Fray Wilson, and the brother
of the late Mrs. Wilma Dell Parker.
Survivors include one daughter,
Mrs. Barbara Riley, Ledbetter, one
son,. Charles H. Wilson, Paducah;
his 'moth& Mrs. Rubye Wilson,
and one sister, Mrs. Mary Redden,
both of Murray; one brother, Herman Wilson, Paris, Tenn.; three
grandchildren.

Mrs. Mattie
Pearl Barnes
Mrs. Mauie Pearl Barnes, 89, Rt.
1, Farmington, did Saturday at 9
p.m. at Community Hospital,
Mayfield.
She is survived by one daughter,
Mrs. Roberta Jones, Mayfield; two
sons, Dewey W. Bill Rose, Wingo,
and M.C. Rose, Mayfield; nine
grandchildren; 10 greatgrandchildren.
The funeral will be Tuesday at
11 a.m. in the chapel of Brown
Funeral Home, Wingo. The Rev.
Harry Yates will officiate.
Burial will follow in Farmington
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 5 p.m. today (Monday).
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Keith York, Kelvin York, James Coleman and Jerry Lassiter

In Cummins NTC400 engine tests. Shell RCJ ELLA' T
I5W-40 easily exceeds rigid requirements for oil consumption control. This proven performer protects
critiwl engine kuss from wearand corrosion
Stays in grade and reduces fuel consumption.
Promotes lung engine Ilk all year long. So
your Cuminins will keep goint longer

Preserve the life of your Cat with Shell RCITILLA' T
I5W-40. This clean-running oil resists lacquer formation in the pin boss area that Caterpillar rates as critical. Typical of how it
keeps engines clean and protects against
wear and corrosion. Keeping your ,Cwat
on the road for miles to come.

Kentucky Lake Oil Co., Inc.
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Ask Us About
Forethought® Funeral Planning
COMPLETE FUNERAL ARRANGEMENTS

Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home, Inc.

Kentucky Lake Oil Co., Inc.
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Mrs. Margaret E. Roach

We keep
your Cummins
goin'.
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South 4th St. • Murray, Ky.
(502) 7534323 • 1:800-237.0686

Efficient, Dedicated Service - Modern Facilities
713 South Fourth St.
753-6800
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Martin Marietta sends Titan rocket off
after failure of new satellite to separate
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. (AP)
— A launch company embarrassed
over the stranding of a communications satellite launched a Titan
rocket early today carrying a
replacement satellite.
The Titan 3 blasted off on schedule at 7:19 a.m. from Cape
Canaveral Air Force Station. The
satellite separated from the rocket
25 minutes later, and an on-board
motor successfully boosted it to
higher orbit within an hour after
that, launch officials said.

satellite separated from the rocket,
The newest satellite is expected
as the previous one had not. Cheers to be working in early September
and applause erupted from the mis- and will join 14 others. It will be
sion control room at that point.
capable of transmitting three TV
"When that thing went off channels and up to 120,000 tele(separation), we were all very hap- phone calls simultaneously.
So far, there has been no service
py, and we naturally let our emodisruption to the 119 countries that
tions show that," Browne said.
Browne said a wiring problem constitute Intelsat, or the Internathat led to the failure has been cor- tional Telecommunications Satelrected in the rocket that went up lite Organization. But some shorttoday. Marietta Commercial has term service likely will have to be
gone through "exhaustive denied because the stranded satelreviews" preparing for the launch lite would have begun operating
with help from Intelsat, an organi- about now, said Frederick Ormsby,
zation of countries that owns the spacecraft mission director for the
Washingon, D.C.-based
satellite, he said.
consortium.
"They have not attempted to rub
The craft
our nose in what we did," Browne it failed to became stranded when
separate from the sectold reporters Friday.
ond stage of the booster. A rocket
The stranded spacecraft is orbit- motor that
was to propel the sateling about 345 miles above Earth, lite to high
orbit
22,000 miles lower than intended. to the booster, andremained attached
both fell back to
Intelsat's board of governors agree- Earth two weeks
later.
d last week to pay NASA for a
NASA plans to have spacerescue mission.
walking astronauts attach another
"We're embarrassed over that motor to the satellite during space
failure. We don't like to have fai- shuttle Endeavour's inaugural 1992
lures," Browne said.
flight.

"Everything went just flawlessly," said Edward M. Browne, president of the Denver-based Martin
Marieua Commercial Titan Inc.
The uninsured Intelsat VI satellite, valued at $150 million, is to
replace an older Intelsat satellite
22,300 miles abose the Atlantic.
That satellite was to have been
replaced by the stranded craft,
which failed to separate properly
from its booster March 14.
Vic Whitehead, a Martin Marietta Commercial vice president, said
there was "great relief" when the

Almost -heaven?
West Virginia battles trashing of state
WILLIAMSON, W.Va. (AP) —
Empty green bean cans, rusted
sheet metal and battered pickup
truck beds all form a cascade of
garbage covering a steep slope of
Callico Mountain.
It is evidence of a tradition
among some West Virginians: If
you're through with it, dump it
over the hillside or along a creek
bank.
West Virginia, noted for its
natural beauty, nevertheless is
marred by a profusion of illegal
trash dumps along roads and
creeks, as though the state fish is a
plastic bleach bottle.
In Mingo County's most recent
cleanup program, seven crews of
five workers each, during six
weeks, recovered 851 tons of trash
from illegal dumps. The take
included 1,788 appliances, 78
abandoned automobiles and countless pieces of scrap metal, used car
tires and household trash.
t, think there's Artything
'1,
we haven't found," saiiIN,Mike
Whitt, a former state legislator and

director of the Mingo County
Redevelopment Authority, which is
spearheading the cleanup.
And the workers had six more
weeks of cleanup remaining.
Whitt is unsure whether they
could even work all parts of the
southwestern county.
One way to tell how high a
stream got during a flood in West
Virginia is just look at how high
the trash is strewn along the treelined banks.
"It sort of disgusts me," said
state Commerce Commissioner
John Brown, "I think it disgusts
most West Virginians."

Maxine Scarbro, director of the
office of conservation, education
and litter control in the state Division of Natural Resources, places a
large part of the blame for the trash
on a past indifference by government officials and on a lack of education about what garbage does to
the environment.
She also says some people just
don't know any better, or don't
care.
"It's from custom and from seeing other people do it, even their
parents," Scarbro said. "Another
reason is a lack of pride in their
state."

THE FAR SIDE

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT I'm a 75-yearold female with a rectocele My doctor indicates I can live with the condition, yet I wonder if repair would be
the proper course of action. I'm prone
to diverticulosis and am bothered
with an irritable bowel from time to
time. Daily exercise is a mile of walking per day. which I hope is a help and
not a hindrance.
DEAR READER. In women, the
rectum is ordinarily held in place by
supporting tissue, part of which is attached to the uterus. A rectocele is a
weakness of this tissue, which allows
part of the rectum to prolapse. to
bulge out of position into the vaginal
canal. In severe cases, the rectum
may actually push part of the vaginal
wall out of the vaginal opening.
Because the degree of prolapse depends on abdominal pressure, the condition is worsened by straining. However, it is not a health hazard and will
not usually interfere with bowel evacuation. If the rectocele becomes a nuisance or interferes with sexual relations, it can be repaired_
During the operation, a gynecolo-

MONDAY, JUNE 25, 1990

gist tightens the vaginal wall and usually removes the uterus because this
organ, sagging out of position, contributes to the prolapse Although the
operation is standard fare for a specialist, your doctor is correct in reassuring you that it is not necessary
Avoiding surgery is always preferable to having it, if possible.
Continue your daily exercise, follow your doctor's advice and - if the
rectocele becomes more of a problem
- request a consultation with a gynecologist. To give you more information. I am sending you copies of my
Health Reports "An Informed Approach To Surgery," "Diverticular
Disease" and "Irritable Bowel Syndrome 'Other readers who would like
copies should send $1.25 for each report to PO. Box 91369, Cleveland, OH
44101-3369. Be sure to mention the

DEAR READER:In a detached retina, part of the light-sensitive covering at the back of the eye peels off,
leading to partial blindness Some
forms of detachment are associated
with ocular injury or cataract surgery. other types are caused by diabetes or sickle-cell disease (anemia
from malformed red blood cells)
To my knowledge, a hard fall that
spared the eyes would not cause a retinal detachment Yobi should check
with another ophthalmologist to determine what, if any, relation exists
between your cataract surgery and
the detachment.
0 I9110 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN

DEAR DR. GOTT. Several months
ago. I had surgery on my left eye for a
detached retina. My doctor says nothing causes this, yet I question that a
hard fall might have triggered the
condition. My past history includes
cataract surgery on both eyes. What's
your opinion?

PETER
GOTT M D

Widow' wins court stay of execution
ORLANDO, Fla. (AP) —
-taei
"Black Widow—killer
Judi Buenoano won a stay from a
federal appeals court today to block
her Monday execution, claiming
that Florida's electric chair may
malfunction and "burn her at the
stake."
A three-judge panel of the 11th
U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals in
Atlanta issued an indefinite stay
this morning and agreed to hear
arguments later, which means the
death warrant will expire Monday
without an execution.
The judges on the panel were
Gerald B. Tjoflat, Phyllis A. Kravitch and Emmett R. Cox, accord-

mg to court spokeswoman Wendy
Mow
A clerk at the Atlanta court
called the governor's office to
inform the state of the stay, said
Michele Russell, a spokeswoman in
Tallahassee.
Late Friday, U.S. District Judge
Patricia Fawsett in Orlando had
rejected the arguments over the
electric chair, and the governor's
office immediately announced a
new execution time of 9:01 a.m.
Monday.
Ms. Fawsett had granted a temporary reprieve Thursday to hear
testimony about the chair and alle-

gations of ineffective legal counsel.
But----tbe-fcitind- after a -two-day
appeal hearing that lawyers had not
proved their contention that Ms.
Buenoano would suffer cruel and
unusual punishment during her
execution. That issue will now be
considered at the appellate level.
The defense claimed that the
May 4 electrocution of Jesse Tafero had tortured and burned him
before the third of three jolts of
electricity finally killed him. They
contended the problem was a faulty
electrode in the headpiece placed
over Tafero's skull, and that it had
not been fixed.

By GARY LARSON

NANCY

Restaurants
end boycott
of Coca-Cola
BORDEAUX, France (AP) —
Hundreds of Bordeaux restaurant
owners have called off a threemonth boycott of Coca-Cola after
the soft drink company agreed to
remove streetside vending
machines.
About 500 establishments in
France's fifth-largest city joined
the boycott, contending that the
sidewalk vending machines posed
unfair competition. Bottles from
the machines cost 5 francs, or 90
cents, — one-half to one-third the
price charged, at cafes.
Coca-Cola executives argued
that they were trying to spread the
popularity of Coke, not steal customers from cafes. But at a meeting Friday with leaders of the
restaurant industry, the company
agreed to stop deploying streetside
vending machines in Bordeaux and
to remove existing machines within
two months.
The restaurant and cafe owners
reiterated their acceptance of vending machines placed inside business premises.
Coca-Cola had chosen Bordeaux
as the site for a test marketing
program aimed at boosting Coke
sales throughout France. The average French citizen reportedly
drinks only a fifth as much Coke as
a German or Belgian.

France bans
smoking on
Paris trains
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Studying the African bagel beetle

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1
4
9
12
13

Decay
Blemishes
Brim
Bother
Pertaining
to
punishment
14 Anglo-Saxon
money
15 Occur
17 Thief
19 Newspaper
paragraph
21 - Are the
World"
22 Twirl
25 Chinese
pagoda
27 Stunt
31 Garfunkel of
music

32 Ornaments,
decoration
34 Greek letter
35 Baltic or
Caspian

36
37
38
41
42
43
44
45
47
49
53
57
58
60

Answer to Previous Puzzle

Fondle
Sun god
Artificial
Part of HRH
Gainsay
Valle
Golfer's
needs
French
article
Be aware of
Brook
Wooden pins
Baker's
product
Oregon's
city
Solemn

RAMP
MAP
CHOP
ALEE
ERR
AERO
SOAR
LEO
RAT
HELMET
TOETSE
IN
DELE
SECT
DECORATE
AGO
PRATE
LAY
CONCEALS
ABLE
RAMS
AU
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LOT
TEN
ER 111
AIDE
ULK
SIGN
TOES
CAY
SCAT,

owonder
61 Affirmative
62 Frogs
63 Damp

1
2
3
4

5 Pierce
6 Switch
position
7 Sailor
colloq
8 Sluggish
9 Tennis
stroke

Cheer
Harem room
Lid
Barracuda
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PARIS (AP) — The government
15
16
i
711811U
and the national railroad have
agreed to ban smoking on all sub19
20
21
urban commuter trains within the
22 23 24
25
27 28 29 10
26
next few months, railroad officials
said Saturday.
32
33
3111
The ban will not extend to longdistance trains, but the percentage
34
3S
37
of no-smoking cars on them will
Will
38
39
41
40
rise from one-half to two-thirds
ll
under an agreement to be signed
43
44
121UU
Monday by railroad officials and
Health Minister Claude Evin.
hil 46
47
48
The main region to be affected
49
51
ill 55 56
53
by the ban is the Paris area, which
ill
is served by about 3,000 commuter
wi
wiii
6011
railroad cars. Smoking now is
WilIIMI
allowed on 40 percent of these'••
kil
63
cars.
WI11111
111•
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10 Anger
11 Equality
16 Transfix
18 Suit, become
20 Cry of goat
22 Savory
23 Choice
24 That thing
26 Named
28 - garde
29 Concur
30 Former
Russian
rulers
32 Pekoe
33 Writing
implement
35 Fashion
39 At home
40 Kind
41 That man
44 Couple
46 Orient
48 Units of
electrical
resistance
49 Secret agent
50 Stalemate
51 Legal matter
52 - Tse lung
54 Ordinance
55 Female sheep
56 Deposit
59 Note of
scale
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CLASSIFIDS
010

Mirrray Ledger & Times

010
Legal
Notice

oan
1-09$1
Notice

INVITATION TO BID FOR GASOLINE
The Murray Board of Education will receive
sealed bids for gasoline to operate the Murray
School buses, Murray Head Start buses, and all
other vehicles owned by. the Murray Board of
Education.
The bids will be received until 12:00 noon on
July 6, at which time the bids will be opened
publicly and read aloud. The bid will cover the
time period from July 15, 1990, until July 15,
1991.
Specifications are on file in the Murray Board of
Education office at 814 Poplar Street, Murray,
Kentucky, and interested bidders may obtain the
necessary forms there.
The bid shall be in an opaque envelope with the
name of the bidders and gasoline bid written on the
outside.
The board reserves the right to reject any or al i
bids and waive any irregularities in bidding.

020

020

Notice

Notice

YOUR
AD
COULD
BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916

LYNDA'S Pretty Punch
Embroidery Shop for punch
ernbrPiciery suppliesoo
sweatshirts, t-shirts, craft
supplies, neon caps and
sun shades We will make
gift baskets for your hospitalized friend, baby showers, and other special gift
occasions Ward's Leather
is located same building
Special sale on patterns
25c, acrylic thread $1 and
leather belts $11, with
name engraved free 2
miles west of Hazel, State
Line Rd 893 west. Turn
west at caution light at edge
of Hazel 492-8580 MonTues 12-6pm, Wed -Fri
9-4pm. Sat 9-1pm Call for
after hours appointment

CANCER
INSURANCE
TRANSFER your 8mm film
to video tape fic per foot
Call Video Productions
Specialty s 759-9246

$ Years Experience
Non-Smoker

Will Sit with
or Live in with
Elderly or Ill.

No age limit to apply If
your present policy is
over 10 years old it
may not cover some of
the newer treatments
such as chemotherapy For free information call

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
"-se

c.ca

753-2048
.2..oe

Message on
7];:ichine if can
be
!ached. I will rettirn
oar call.

GLASS Replacement for
home auto, and business
Repair storm windows and
screens Repair corners
and latches, replace glass
in patio doors, repair rollers also mirrors, and glass
table tops cut to size Mirror
frames and picture frames
M&G Complete Glass Dixieland Center 753-0180

$5,000 GOLD CARD Guaranteed' No credit check No
deposit' Cash advances'
Also easy VISAIMC, no deposit' Free call
1(800)234-6741, anytime
GOLD CREDIT CARD
visaMastercard guaranteed $2,500 00 unsecured
credit line for complete incall
formation
1-900-990-1500 tel co bills
995 fee

CUSTODIAN LEADER,
Murray Stab University
Nigh school graduate Of
equivalent required Two
years of experience re
quired in general custodial
work at a university other
institution, or business
Work experience in tee
training of custodians preferred Must possess tie
ability to direct the work of
others and must have a
valid drivers license Sal
ary S5 31 per hour Apply at
the Department of Employment Services 1210 JohnMurray. KY
son Blvd
42071 E0E/MFVH
EARN $400 weekly stuffing
envelopes at home P/T
Free details write Walkmark 4805 Lawrenceville
Hwy Suite 116 223 Lilburn
Ga 30247
'ATTENTION GOVERNMENT JOBS - YOUR
AREAl $17,840-$69.485
Call (1)602 838 8885 Ext
R-684
LIBRARY Assistant I Two
years Of college Out foie
years of experience including two years of general
experience in a public or
sotool library or comparabl work setting required.
Experience may be exchanged for education
year-for-year. Good office
skills required, must be
able to work with library
staff and a variety of patrons including faculty, students, and staff. Accuracy
and attention to detail are
very important. Computer
skills are essential and
computer networking is
basic to the job. Some
evening and weekend
hours may be required Salary $6 68 per hour Apply at
Personnel Services
Sparks Hall, Murray State
University, Murray, KY
42071 EOEMFVH
MECHANIC, Class A.
Catepiller and cummins experience required Must be
familiar with all aspects of
truck and trailer repair Salary plus benefits Send resume to Rt 6 Box 129
Paris, Tenn. 38242
13 IMMEDIATE OPENINGS NEED a job? A
GED/ Hope for the future/
You may quality if, 'You do
not have your GED or high
school diploma, 'You are
between the ages of 16 &
21 We are an E 0 E This
project is funded by the
Western Kentucky Private
Industry Council- JTPA
Call JTPA Out Of School
7 5 3 - 9 3 7 8 ,
8a m 11 30a m
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J.B. Hunt
Where the drker
matters
Subject to drug screen
An equal
opportunity emplo?er
NEED a summer job/ Avon
needs 5-8 people to do
work in this area $6-$8
possible. Insurance available Call 753-0171
NOW taking applications
for kitchen and wait personnel for new restaurant
opening sodn
Call
753-0910 for appointment
RECEPTIONIST, secretary, telephone operator, full
time, established professional firm Reply to: PO
Box 1040A, Murray, Ky
42071.
RN's/LPN's needed immediately for Pediatric, private
duty case in the home located in Paris, Tenn. Excellent pay. Call Southern
Health Systems for more
at
information
1-901-664-5709 EOE
UP to $15 hour processing
mail weekly checks guaranteed. Free detail, write,
SD, 1057 W Philadelphia,
Suite 239-TKY Ontario, CA
91762.
WORK from home $60 per
100 preparing mail. Information send stamp to K.S
Enterprises P.O. Box
5157-EMM Hillside NJ
07205

PSYCHOLOGY satellite office director or adolescent
LOST Female black Per residential program direc1990 Chevrolet Cargo Van sian cat last seen June tor. Community Mental
12th on West Olive St Call Health Center in rural
$334.64 mo'
753-6662, leave message northwest Tennessee.
Call Gene at 753-2517
Masters or doctoral level
Plus Tax, Title & License
clinician to assume admini060
36 Mo, Closed End Lease
strative and managerial reHelp
sponsibilities Prior clinical
Wanted
VIDEO DATING Paducah,
and administrative experiEASY ence with graduate training
•ATTENTION
Murray Benton, Mayfield
PAY
Confidential
For com- WORK EXCELLENT
in psychology or social
plete details send SASE
Assemble products a work. Competitive salary
Details (1
to P V S PO Box 1911, home
and benefits Send VITA to
Murray, Ky 42071
602-838-8885 Ext W-684 P0 Box 30 Pans. Tenn.
38242.
'ATTENTION: POSTAL
JOBS! Start $11.41/hour!
For application info call (1)
602-838-8885, Ext. M-684,
Sam-lOpm, 7 days.'

Roberts Realty
414 S. 12

753-1651

es.."

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE
If you are under age 65 and qualify
for Medicare due to disability we offer
an excellent Medicare Supplement
Policy. It pays the $592 Part-A deductible as well as 100% of Medicare's Part B co-payment amount.
This benefit is based on 20% of the
Medicare Allowable Charge. We also
pay 20% of the $75 Part-B deductible. Part-B benefits are paid in or out
of the hospital. The 1990 rate is
$56.04 per month.
For more Information call:

McConnell
Insurance Agency
753-4199
HopkirurvWe Federal Savings

Building

Tree local claim service"

PROFESSIONAL SALES
CAREER
OPPORTUNITY
'Guaranteed weekly Salary
plus Commission
'Full Time Schedued
Hours
'Sell the Number One Im
port Toyota
'Prior Automotive Sales
Experience Not Necessary
'Extensive In-House Trainrig Program
'Medical and Life Insurance Benefits
Toyota of Murray is loak_invlei,_hightfinoteraied
women and men to join
their professional sates
staff This unique sales
career opportunity offers
unlimited earnings rooter
tall If you are seriously
interested in making more
money while enjoying a
rewarding career ri profes
sonal sales. Pease apply
in person, Monday through
,Friday, 10 00 a m to 400
pm
. See Chad Cochran at
Toyota of Murray No
Phone calls, osase

Of MURRAY
15 S 12th
,o iv P V

1311,
'

MOVING Must Sell! Just 3
years old twin bed, mattress box springs. $130, 3
piece twin bedroom set,
mattress, box springs, night
stand, 5 drawer chest,
$350 Call 753-9377
MR Neal new and used
furniture and appliances
Lowest price in town This
week special new L R
suites starting at $135
Open Mon-Thurs 8-5, Sat
8-5 Ask for Mr Neal,
753-2922
RUST color rockeerediner
in excellent condition
$100, full size wicker headboard, $50 Call 759-1293
after 5pm

Farm
Equipment

Sftuation
Wanted

IH 615 Hydrostatic combine, with air, corn and
bean
headers
901-247-5487.

WANTED Yards to mow
753-3665
WOULD like to babysit infant to 1 year old in my
No
country home
weekends Call 753-3347

Instruction
PIANO LESSONS - Experienced pianist has opening
for students 753-9660

POOL SUPPLIES From
chemicals to parts, supplies, and accessories
Above ground to in-ground
pools, water testing available 1Ib shock $1 99 algaeade $7 95, Pace
tablets 9 61bs $35.95 CJ's
Pool & Patio, 106 N 4th St
Murray, 759-1911
SHORT on space and time
Buy a standup tanning unit
753-3492
STIFF & sore neck, shoulders & back Buy an individual vibrating sauna.
753-3492
WE buy junk batteries
$1 75 per automotive unit
87 No Main Benton, Ky
527-7122

Business
Services
PRIVATE Investigator with
22 years city and state investigation experience.
'Accident 'Criminal 'Civil
'Personal or Corporate
'Missing Persons. Your
needs, our specialty. Call
Confidential Investigations,
(502)753-2641.

Rohl

Estate

334 ton CENTRAL York air
ASK about septic, electric
conditioner with electric
and water hookup_ Keith
heat Used 2 years Call
Baker Homes, Mobile
after 4pm, 753-7269
Homes, Mobile Homes
New -Used -Singles'
Doubles Fleetwood, Norte
300
River,
Franklin
Business
901-644-0012
or
Rentals
1,100-748-9170 Hwy 79E
4 CAR shop with office and Paris, Tenn.
paved parking 753-9386 or
753-4509
BUILDING for rent,
1920sq ft. with drive-in window,located 1300 Johnson
Blvd (formerly Lincoln Federal Savings & Loan).
$1200/m0 Call Mayfield,
Ky 247-4183
BUSINESS or offi
univerri•

Driving range, softball &
baseball batting cages now
open North 16th St
753-1152, at Sullivan's Par
3 golf course
TOURNAMENT Archery
Set (new condition) Martin
Cougar Magnum Bow 30-32 inch draw length
35-501 draw, bow case,
arrows, & all accessories.
Call Gilbert at 492-8206
(No collect calls) Reasonably priced.
210

(53-1222

OFFICE or store space in
Southside Shopping Center. 753-9386 or 753-6612

A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667

1976 350 van almost customized $1500, 1977 Cordoba 98,000 miles $600, 3
wheeler $250, 15ft boat
$200, 1978 totaled Cougar
753-6438
50sq.yds used plush carpet, bright green, $1 25 a
yard. Also a riding lawn
mower, needs work.
753-8457 before 6pm.
CLEAN used brick, solid
core doors and panel
doors. Call L D. Miller
753-5595, after 6pm.
DOES bad or hot weather
limit your walking exercise?
Buy a passive exercise
unit. 753-3492.

TOBACCO Insurance, best DO you have arthritis, back
rates, best service Call pain, etc/ Buy a spa
382-2502 or 328-8065, 753-3492
A&A Insurance

2 MOBILE Homes
1-10x51, $1800; 1-12x65,
3BR, 2 bath,$2200 8 miles
east of Murray 121S
753-0935, after 6pm
NEWLY decorated 1982,
14x60, 2br, 2 bath mobile
home and lot Small down
payment and take over
monthly payments
436-5358
280
Mobile
Homes For Rent
2BR furnished trailer nea
campus. 753-4632 afte
5P4TI-

310

Want
To Rent
NDIVIDUAL would like to
ent small house, trailer, or
cabin in New Concord or
east 280 area 436-2307.

FOR SALE

lao
Want
To Buy
ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753-9433
after 5pm
BUYING aluminum cans,
battery, scrap metal, copper and junk cars KGA
Recycling 492-8183 days,
498-8785 nights
CASH for mobile home axles and tires We will remove 527-2061
MOVING, cleaning out
house or sheds, used or
antique furniture glass,
tools, quilts One piece or
house tull (901)642-6290,
4e2-8594 after 6pm

JOHN Deere lawn tractor
10hp Kohler engine, size
210 10hp with 38in cut, in
excellent condition
753-7701
MOTORCYCLE helmets,
work boots, army pants and-shirts, western boots,
camping supplies Jerry's
Sporting Goods 6th & Walnut Mayfield, Ky

At The Entrance Of Panorama Shores
Nice 3 bedroom brick home situated on 3
corner lots.
Central heat and air, 2 car garage, large out
building, lots of mature shade.
For a beautiful lake home with immediate
possesion call:

1BR duplex, unfurnished
new carpet, no pets Refer
ences. Lease and deposit
$250/mo. 753-3913.

2BR duplex in Northwood,
$310/mo. 759-4406.
FOR Rent 1 br furnished
apartment. $150/mo 1602
Dodson Ave. No pets. Deposit required. Call
753-6564.
1BR apartment idea1 for
college student, affordable.
Coleman RE. 753-9898.
NICE 2br apartment, partially furnished No pets.
Deposit required 10 miles
on 121 So 436-5401.
NICELY furnished 1, 2,
3BR apartment. 1-3BR
house, 1-4BR house, both
near MSU. Days 753-6111,
after 4 30pm, 753-0606.
VACANT furnished apartment, $150/mo Call
753-5292

Nights
502-753-5686

SMALL and neat one
room home for •
months. Loy
tally hurt.
month
Xopperud,
Realty
ud
222

Livestock
SuFples
TWO horse bumper trailers
for sale 759-4408

Roberts Carrier Corp. offers an excellent employment package with above average pay for qualified
dnvers. If you want to know more about Roberts
Carners and how to_ qualify, please attend theseminar at:

JR'S EXECUTIVE INN
Tuesday, June 26 @ 6 PM

7 lot Lakeway Shore
subdivision Hwy. 280
67,500
I lot Crappie Hollow
unit I
$2,500
2 lots unit IV of Ky.
Lake development
$3,000
1989 Trailer, Fox
Meadows-Reduced
$17,500
1 lot Ledbetter Shores
subdivision
$15,000
Trailer, two lots, Ky.
Lake development
$12.500
Trailer large lot, Konrad
liwy 280, w/feneed
in backyard.... $19,500
Lakefront trailer & lot,
furnished -w/dock
$15,800
Cabin & three lots, Ky.
Lake development unit
2
819.500

wor
KENTUCKY
PROPERTIES
1415 B Main
759-1161

KOPPERUD REALTY offers a complete range of
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
homes, all prices
753-1222, toll free
1 -800-251-HOME Ext
711L
Over '4 million $inventory
14's-16's-20's & 28' wides
beginning $9495 Keith
Baker
Homes
90 1 - 6 4 4 - 00 1 2 ,
1-800-748-9170 Paris,
Tenn, Hwy 79E.
USE deed for no cash down
payment We have a mobile home for you Single or
double, open 7 days Keith
Baker
Homes
90 1 - 6 4 4 - 00 1 2 ,
1-800-748-9170 Hwy 79E
Pans, Tenn

Lots
For Sale
LOT for sale Keniana
Shores $1695 or best offer Call after 5pm
753-8257

3BR, 1 bath with carport,
bock, intown, central heat
and air, fenced backyard
Shown by appointment
only 753-0131
3BR newly remodeled, new
carpet, appliances 415 So
10th St Call 753-9981
3 bedroom, 3 year, 2 acres
6 miles West of Murray
Country wood work, fliplace, porches, $48,500
489 2303
4BR, 2 full baths, large
closets, energy efficient
and maintenance free Built
only 2 years ago by present
owner, $68,500 106 So
10th 759-4059
BY Owner 3 bedroom, 2
bath bock, central gas heat,
electric air. Large family
room with fireplace, other
nice features A bargain at
$49,900 Located at 1312
Poplar Call 759-1578 after
5pm.
BY owner 2 story bock
house. near University 5br,
3 bath, electric and gas
heat Call 753-3202

I
Y
or
sma I

CUTE 2br house with basement and room to expand
upstairs, $22,000
753-5292 evenings
HOME INSPECTION
CONSULTANTS - Professional pre-purchase home
inspections for the informed
buyer
502-898-8661

1981
$525

1987
&ear
dibon

For Sale By Builder
2700 total sq. ft. located in Southwest Villa.
3-4 bedroom with 2'12 baths, central (gas)
heat & air, city water, sewer, and cable.
$94,500.00.

Phone 759-4059

pots
& Supplies

WE WANT DRIVERS AND TRAINEES NOW!

The recruiting seminar will be held at JR's Executive Inn, 1 Executive Blvd., Paducah. Representa
iives from a major truck dnving school will be
present to aid with training questions.

DOUBLE WIDE by Fleetwood, sale priced $16,995
Free delivery 2br with
kitchen applies-Ices Keith
Baker
A Homes
90 1 - 6 4 4 - 00 1 2 ,
1-800-748-9170 Hwy 79,
Parts, Tenn Open 7 days

370

380

Roberts Camer Corp, of Nashville, TN will hold a
''Truck Driver Seminar" for the purpose of hinng
expenenced drivers and recruiting trainees to be
domiciled at their CatVert City, KY terminal

3 lot unit V Ky. Lake
development on paved
road
$3,000

4 bedroom house on
464
$46,500

NICE 2BR, stove and refrigerator, 8 miles SE of
Murray No pets References and deposit
492-8594

REPOSSESSED VA & HUD
)i0IAES atotlsOis Soo governmenthols Si you rows No art6(
china Also drug swords end IRS
owlOW( a sold for tad Issas
Cal IJOS453-7565 EXT 14-232S
for moo lei your sous
icall 7 aye a seek)

1415 B Main
759-1161

Apartments
For Rent

Bill Dodson
Days
502-753-3231

WEST
KENTUCKY
PROPERTIES
Stephen Duzbtn•Broker

2BR trailer, no pets.
753-9866
2 OR 3 bedroom, furnished
or unfurnished. Some new
furniture, natural gaselectric, air conditioned.
Shady Oaks. 753-5209.

BOB Haley Real Estate
sales and appraisals
Roberts Realty 753-1651,
489-2266

STORAGE Building
COMMERCIAL property
185q ft. with a loading 641N 170tt road frontage
dock and a double door. re acre of land with 2
Prime location Call rental buildings, 2700eq ft
753-8809
753-0718

1983 BUCHANEER
double-wide on 1 acre,
shingled roof, wood siding,
brick underpinning, tri- 1BR furnished apartment
level, back deck, pool, .Close to campus Nice and
satellite, shed, fruit trees dean $165/rno 753-7276
and landscaped. Only 5
miles from Court Square 1 or 2br apartment for rent,
near downtown 753-4109
759-4778.
2BR mobile home completely sit up on 'A acre lot
with shade and storage
building, 37, mi. east of
Murray. Call after 5pm,
753-9227.

For Sale or Lease
Corner lot location 12th
Street. Good Terms,
Call

days.

Mobile
Hornet For Sale
14x80 MH, 3br, 2 bath,
central air with gas heat
underpinning 753-4831
753-5900

Professional
Office

Kopperud Realty

270

WILL do house cleaning
Have references. Call
753-9227.
: "
DEPENDABLE lawn mowing and trimming
753-7639

LARGE large large selec
eon of larger size storage
buildings in stock ready for
immediate delivery For
sale or rent to own, some
resections Acres Portable
Buildings Mayfield Ky
247-7831

250

1975 INTERNATIONAL
backhoe, 1968 Dodge
grain truck 436-5395 after
6pm

Firewood

AKC puppies, various
breeds. 615-746-5355.
AKC Registered Pug puppies: Fawn $125, black
$175. Cash only! Paris,
Tenn. after 4pm and
weekends, 901-642-2394.
AKC Registered Dalmation
puppies, AKC Registered
Schnauzer puppies.
901-352-2416 nights,
901-986-3693 days.
AKC ROTTWEILLER
PUPS. 362-8369.

8 ft. antique oak table, 8 ft.
antique oak display case, large
safe, other antiques and fixtures.

Buddy Buckingham
at
Buckingham Ray's
753-8040----or--753-3050

BLACK Labrador Retriever
puppies. Wormed, 7
weeks, $60 753-4161.

STORM
windows
10-35"x45, double wood
garage door, 753-3488
TEN windows and
windows, $150, gold
frigerator. $125, men's
mond wedding band, $2
3 sinks. $20 489-2440

Appliances

TOYOTA

7 PIECE LR set wood with
brown plaid cushions good
condition Call 753-4532

090

110
PART-TIME secretary/
clerical position available
now Apply in person
Southland Financial Services 104 N 5th St Walnut
Plaza, Murray.

3 MOBILE homes full o
new and used furniture for
sale 'cheap • Call
753 2922 and ask for Neal

130

Hosting
And Cooing

Miscellaneous

Lease For Less at
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET

I hree bedroom, two bath bock only minutes from city
limits Walk-in closets, appliances, newly decorated, nice
.iuthuildmg Located on approximate one acre lot. $59,900

290

CENTRAL air unit, perfect
condition Gall after 5pm,
437-4945
USED 18,0008TU sr con&honer, 220 volt Call
753-5421

HOME grown fresh beans
and potatoes 436 2445
436-5622

• 911

Reel
Estate

Beautiful 4 bedroom, 2 bath home on large lot in
county. Central heat & air; mobile home hook-up;
new roof. $79,950, Extra land Available.

Roberts Realty
414 12th St.

New Ninja Turtle Cake

-130

753-1651

1BR Fleetwood, supe
nice-with footers. A/C 8 appliances $37,995 Plywood
floors free delivery, Keith
Bake'
Homes
90 1 - 6 4 4 - 0 0 1 2 ,
1-800-748-9170

at

Pam's
Cake Hut
$1900
Only

Remember...
This is the only place
in town to get a cake
like this.
Mese is yorr order wow.'

759-4492
-

MONDAY, JUNE

CLASSIFIEDS
at

ARS

Homo*
Pot Sale

Used
Cars

HOUSE and furniture, lo- USED Datsun and Toyota
cated at Center Ridge. 1 pars and repair work Call
acre land, also bass boat after 6pm. 474 0116
40hp Johnson motor
314-359-1764
NICE 3br brick house with
Indiana cut stone on front 1
Used
bath large carport, large
Cars
fenced lot. 2 storage buildings, Northwest section of
town, $49,500 753-8149 1974 OLDSMO
BILE Delta
after 5pm
88, extra clean Call
NO down payment on VA 753-9832
home loans For free information on home loans con- 1981
CUTLASS Totally retact April Mack, Monarch built
403 motor outstanding
Mortgage 753-9660.
car 1601 Loch Lomond
885-8750
753-3704 $2800
ON 94E, 2 bath, 3BR brick,
2350sq ft LA plus large
carport and deck On 2 8A
with shade, ornamental
and fruit trees Call
753-6114

1976 CAMARO, firelhorne
color, 1 owner lady driven
car, no body or paint work
on this car, new tires,
59.635 actual miles. Tennessee car, $5350 Katonel s Kars, 318 Eastwood
St , Paris, Tenn
(901)644-9451
1977 PONTIAC 4 door, 400
4 barrel engine, $600
753-4044 after 5pm

TOYOTAS COST .ESS
MURRAY

CARS
19 Toyota Tercel
7,987
11 Fad Escort
1,917
CARS • TRUCKS 19 Toyota Clob 1,487
VANS
19 Toyota Carnry
10,187
SPACIOUS. 2br. brick
rmancOn The Spot
g
home. 1 bath, 1 car garage.
18 Grid Prti
'9487
Enclosed breezeway Se18
Ford
parate laundry room ApTiid
"3,917
YES
pliances included, 1.75
Everythi
ng
18
Toyota
Carr
'9,187
acres, 94 west 'A mile from
We Sell Is Under
city limits City water
'87
Toyota
Tercel Wgn '4,987
Southwest school district. 1
Five Thousand Dollars
horse stable Floored stor17
Ford
i,487
Price' Payment Displayed
age shed Apple orchard
Ori Each Vehicle
grape arbor. Large shade
17 Pont Grand Am 1,987
trees $47.000 Shown by
CARS
17 Chery Celt(ity
appointment 753-7743
'4,487
'88 Ford Tempo
$4987
17
'ludo
626
11
1,917
'88 Chevy Celebrity Wgn $4987
HOMESELLERS
Toyota
17
Tercel
4,187
'88 Dodge Aries
$4487
REALTY
'87 Chevy Celebrity Wgn.$4987
753-0375
16 Toyota Supra
10,987
505 S. 12th St.
'87 Chevy Celebrity
$4987
16 Ford Escort
1,487
'87 Chevy Gulley Wgn $4987
HomcSclIcrs
15
Toyota
Celica
GT 1,987
Rcalty needs your
'86 Ford Mustang
$4487
listing. We help
'86 Ply. Horizon
85
Ilazda
R07
$3987
1,987
'sou sell your home!
'84 Olds Delta 88
$3987
Our fee is payable only %hen
15
liErCtry Cougar
1,487
4, our property
84 Dodge
sold
..... $3987
MERE
IS
NO
85
Olds
Deta
81
7,487
84 Renault Alliance $1487
ADVANCE FEE
82 AMC Eagle 4X4
h
Ford
Escort
Gt. 1,917
$3487
S35.000-534,000 SI.500
540.000-S49,999 SI.700
'82 Datsun 310
$1487
85
Bud
Elec,
P&
Ave 1,987
550.000-S50.999 S1.800
'81 Olds Cutlass
$60,000.S69,949 SI.000
$1987
70.0011-S74.440 52.250
15 Toyota Corclia
'4937
S80,000-S144.944 51.551
TRUCKS
f$00,000 S99.r/44
S2.850
84
Dodge
Charger
1,487
'87 Chevy S-10
$4987
84
Crcon
Victoria
1,987
'86 Nissan Truck
$4987
WHAT WE DO
'86 Chevy 8-10
$4987
84
hid
CentirrYig
n,. 4,417
f We place your home
•'87 Dodge Ram Van $4987
into Our marketing system
13
Honda
Accord
1,217
86 Chevy Astro Van $4987
2. We advertise your home
83
Toyota
Corolla
1,987
86 Ford Van
a lie paper each week
$4987
'82 Ford Van
$3987
83
Pont
Grrd Prir 1,117
1_ We help buyers obtai•
isavic
‘uag
'79 Chevy Custom Van $3987
82 Toyota Corolla
1,987
Have You Been Turned
4. We follow through on
'32
Ford
Crown
our sale twill it closes.
Victoria 1,987
Down Elsewhere?
81
Datsun
5 We are paid o•ly
8.211
1,987
Credit Problems V OK
he hose sells.
No Credit V OK
10 Os Delta 18
'2,417
Divorce V OK
We cam place your
properly on the Multiple
71
Chery Monte Cto '2,487
We sell dependable,
Listing Service ((or am
affordable cars to people
dditiosal fce)
71 Os Deb 88
1,917
who want to establish or
re-establish their credit.
WHAT YOU DO
'71
Toyota Corolla
Low Weekly Payments
'2,417
1 You show your home
Other Locations:
79
Pont Bonneville
1,917
or we'll show it for a
Mayfield Paducah
mall additional fee )
75 Buici le Sate
1,417
See Sammy Bradshaw
REDECORATED 3br, 1
bath with basement and
extra large lot in quiet location of town, $32,900 Call
759-1882 for appointment
after 5pm

IS

Call for FREE list
of PROPERTIES
470

or Bill Frick

1113 Sycamore
Murray
759-4999

Motorcycles
1981 YAMAHA Virago 750,
$525 436-2366

WE Guarantee!
Ina;s r,gtltl If you are not
happy with the operation of
your used car or truck you
bought from us return it ro
US within 3 days or 200
miles (whichever comes
rst) and we'll repair it or
we'll refund your money

1987 YAMAHA Warrior 350
electric start, excellent condition Call 753-5774

It's as simple as that!
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AUL
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‘
s
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LemEMBIJOI
SHARP IS THE WORD for this 3 BR,21/2 bath.
gas heat, comer lot. Priced in the 580's. Just
Reduced.

Kopperud Realty
711 Main St.

753-1222

(- SEPTIC TANK
INSTALLATION
Trenching & Boring

Gene Steely
Backhoe Service
753-6156
492-8529

Weil Hepa r It
Or
We'll Refund
Your Money

TRUCKS
'89 Toyota SF6 404 13,487
19 Toyota 404 Ei. Ct 13,987
11 Toyota L0111; Bed 1,917
18 Chevy Step Se 1981
18 Ford Ranger 1LT 1,987
18 Dodge Caravr SE '11,481
18 Chevy Silvered° 12,917
17 Chevy Conv. Vi '12,987
87 Chevy R10 Pll
1,917
17 Ford Bronco II LT 1187
17 Toyota 4 Painner 10,987
17 Astro Vr
1,987
16 Ford Bronco ll
1,987
116 Toyota Ex Cab P U '7,917
15 GC Cony Van 10,987
15 Chevy Sherado 104.1,987
71 Toyota P1J
1,387
Open til 7 p.m
Aubrey Hatcher
Mike Robertson
Mark Elkins
Bill Calvert

4.

Enjoys lovely view of Ky Lake from this fully furnished
3 BR home. It features an extra storage !wilding and boat
shed and is located on 4 lots. Low S.50's

Kopperud Realty
711 Main St.

Miierray

490

Auto
Pans

753-1222-

Chad Cochran, Sales MGR

TOYOTA
Of MURRAY

25, 1990

5311

510

ere& Times
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Used
Cars

Services
Offered

Services
Offered

Services
Offered

Feed
& Seed

1981 FORD Granada 4
door, with AT, PS PB AC
84,000 miles, $995
753-1622, 753-7217

A-1 TREE Service and
Stump Removal Spraying
and feeding Also tree esti
mates 35 years expen
once Gen Joiner owner
753-0906

R B. MITCHELL PAVING
Driveways. parking lots a
specialty Over 30
experience 753-1537

SUMMER is back and boy
its hot But a truck and two
mowers is what we've got
So if your lawn is to tall, pat
give us a call We're Shawn
and Mark we mow and
haul 753-2798, 753-0180

MIXED bmothy and alfalfa
hay 345-2196

1986 CUTLASS Ciera
charcoal gray, cruise air,
AM/FM, $3500 759-4876
1986 CUTLASS Ciera
Broughm, 1 owner, 68,000
rTHIGS, $6500 753-8673
SEIZED CARS - Porsche, NM,

Virtu, etc Trucks, Isoras, 4-1014•1ere, TV's, stereos, hoist:Jr, by
Drug Enforcement Agency, FBI,
IRS Unbelievable betgams on la•
models Available your arm now
Cal 14054,2-7565 Er C-1004
(call 7 days a week)

ABLE Construction Co
Building Contractors ROIS4
denbal and commercial renovation,trim/framing car
pentry, also basements
436-5598
ALPHA Builders Carpentry, remodeling, porches,
roofing, concrete, driveways, painting, maintenance etc Free estimates
489-2303

APPLIANCE SERVICE
1986 FORD Escort. 4 Kenmore, Westinghouse
speed, $2800 753-4339
Whirlpool 30 years experi1986 IROC Z-28 air, auto- ence Used Appliances
matic, V-8, tilt, excellent Bobby Hopper, 436-5848
condition, 22,000 actual APPLIANCE REPAIRS
miles, must see to appreci- Factory trained by 3 major
ate Must sell' $6950, 1987 manufacturers Most
parts
S-10 pickup SWB, red, 4 in stock, on my truck
All
speed. 4 cylinder, air, AM/ work and parts warrante
d.
FM cassette, 63xxx,$4500 Ask for Andy at The Ap1978 Chevrolet pickup, 350 pliance Works, 753-245
5
V/8, automatic, white,..
SWB, $1150, 1981 Toyota
Celica, 4 cylinder, autorna- BACKHOE Service. ROY
bc, air, AM/FM cassette, HILL Junior Thorn operanew tires, brakes, battery, tor. 30 years experience
exhaust, white, $1800 Septic system, drive-ways.
hauling, foundations, etc
354-9144, 345-2200
759-4664.
1986 OLDSMOBILE Delta
88, loaded, 41,000 miles, - BLOCK & brick & concrete
$6200
753-3643, finishing. Driveways, porches, new foundations. and
753-6848
chimney and repair work
1987 CHEVY Caprice ;53-5476.
Classic, 4 door, gray, ps/
pb, air, tilt, cruise, AM-FM BUSHHOGGING and tree
stereo like new, 28,000 removal Call 492-8254
miles 753-5216.
CAMP Septic Tank Clean1989 BLUE Firebird excel- ing 753-9224
lent condition, 15,000 CUNNINGHAM'S
Heating
miles Call after 4pm, and Cooling
Service. Com753-4286
plete service on all central
RACEWAY Auto Sales 300 cooling, all makes and
S 4th 753-9586 Only models Call Gary at
$3000 and under lot in Mur- 759-4754.
ray More car for less DUNCAN'S
Landscaping 8
money,
Lawn Service - Does your
SPECTACULAR 1986 lawn need mowing? Or IS
Pontiac Sunbird, OHC/FI landscaping what you
Factory air, PB, PS, air need? Call 759-9706 for
dam, dual side mirrors, low free estimate
miles $3699 753-7828
LICENSED for electric,
gas, refrigeration Installation and repair Free estimates 753-7203
1965 CHEVY grain truck
492-8411
1969 CHEVROLET C50
dump truck, single axle,
asking $2600 436-2366
1973 FORD pickup good
condition Call after 4pm,
753-8838
1978 DODGE Ram Charger 4x4, 318 auto , ps/pb,
air, good condition
753-9181 or 753-8124
1978 GMC pickup truck,
nice, automatic, PS/PB
$2200 or best offer
436-2701
1985 DODGE
ton P/S,
p/b, at, $4500 753-6268
510

Campers
1979 2411 NOMAD camper
extra nice with new awning
Site with or without at Town
& Country Resort Call
1-382-2223 or 489-2538
24ft. YELLOWSTONE
camper roof air, power
jack, awning, extra nice,
asking $3600 Call after
5pm, 759-1882

BUILDING Contractor Home improvements, pole
barns, portable buildings,
decks, gazebos Customer
satisfaction guaranteed
Free estimates L E Williams 489-2663

PONTOON boat slips for
rent Also pontoon boats
for rent For more inforrn.
bon call, Cypress Bay Re
sort 901 232 8221

ROGER Hudson rock hauling and services 753-4545
or 753-6763
ROOFING, plumbing, tree
removal, yard mowing,
driveway sealing Call
436-5895, 753-7036.
SHANE'S Quality Painting
and Wallpapenng Service
Free estimates, reasonable
prices 753-8455
STEWART'S Upholstery
over 4000 different types of
material Custom boat covers Free pickup and deliv
ery Estimates 436-5236

SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment including,
6011 aerial trucks and brush
chipper To assure a safer
operation at a lower competitive cost Free estimates without obligation
Day or nits. 753-5484

free
Cerium
FREE kittens to a good
home
753 6644 or
527-7427

SQUARE bale wheat
straw, $1 from the field On
LARGE black and white
or about June 25 Cab after
dol.for the country, house
5pm and reserve yours
trained good watchdog. 1
now 759-4947
year old all shots Call after
TIMOTHY hay 753-0224 5pm 436-2617

VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center. cleaningservicing $15, most repairs
$35, all brands 3rd Street,
Alm°, Open 9-12, 1-5,
Mon -Fn, 753-0530

CUSTOM KITCHEN CASINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking

WILL do plumbing and light
hauling 435-4169

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets

WILL landscape, level
driveway Free estimate
436-5430

409 SAM'? MURRAv Ewhn:
.
753.594C
.
1/
11.***---4101111111.1111

-Drop by & ewe our showroom

--44'

-

Now that we are enterin$2. our "garage sale seaSon we want you to he inlormed Oil our policic
We do work 2 days in advance to bet
,•
you. Deadlines are 31).M. Mon.-1:m. 111(1
on Sat. Yard sales do have,to•bc paid in advance
and arc $7.50 per day.
For assistance call, 753-1916 oi conic H
Murray

GENERAL building Rooting and panting, interior
and exterior, concrete etc
25 years experience
Phone (502)474-0107

Ledger & Times

GENERAL Repair plumbing, roofing, tree work
436-2642

classified department.

Dial-A-Service

GUTTERING By Sears
Sears residential and commercial continuous gutters
installed for your specifications Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate

(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)

HAULING, yard work, tree
removal, mowing Free estimates 759 1683

INSULATION Blown In By
Sears: TVA approved
Save on those high heating
and cooling bills Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimate

LICENSED electrician
James GalliMOre electrical
service Commercial and
residential Fast courteous
service 759 1835

17f1 MARK Twain 305-V8 MASON with 3 years exGood pleasure or ski boat, perience seeks employ
$4950 Call 759 1882 after ment Call 435-4161
5pm
NEED your yard mowed'?
1977 TIARA 2000, 20ft Call 753-0879
with cutty cabin, 198hp NEED your yard mowed"
MerCruiser I/O motor 753-8908
753 5203 or 753-9665
PAINTING interior and ex
1983 AQUA Cruiser pon- tenor Free estimates Re
toon houseboat, excellent ferences Tremon Farris
condition 527-3091
759-1987
CHEETAH Runabout PLUMBING repairman with
1988 19ft, 165hp I/O See same day service Call
at Lee Marine
436-5255 1988 BOMBER Bass boat.
85hp Johnson and holing
motor Classic trailer
$6500 759 1519 after
5 00pm

ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing, siding.
painting, plumbing con
c..rele Free estimates Call
474-2307

FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for your
needs

RETIRED COUPLE with
travel trailer to share 5
acres with clubhouse may
be seen Y. mile north of KIRBY vacuum repair
Hazel on 641 Also Airs- Jerry's Sporting Goods 6th
tream Argocy 20ft TT for 8 Walnut Mayfield, Ky
sale, $5000 firm
KITCHEN CABINET REMODELING with wood
SCAMP Travel Trailers
grain formica, all colors
Factory Direct Fiberglass,
Free estimates Wulff's ReLightweight, super insulated 13' 8 16' travel trail- covery, Murray 436-5560
ers 19 5th wheels Call for LEE'S CARPET CLEANfree
brochure ING For all your carpet 8
1 800-346 4962
upholstery cleaning For a
free estimate call
753-5827 Satisfied
references
10x32 MONARCH houseboat 100hp Evinrude motor. sleeps 4, very good
condition. 15000 Sell or
trade. 436-5811

years
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PLUMBING
24hr
emergency service Water
and sewer lines tree esb
mates reasonable rates
Money back guarantee
753-4200
QUALITY Construction
Alteration 8 remodeling
Porch 8 deck specialist
4362617 or 753-1126

Chestnut Street
Murray, Ky

Phone
714111/aitte
753-2571
Rick's Home Improvement & Electric DIAL CONSTRUCTION
Specializing In
S TOaari

REMODELING • ALL REPAIRS • ELECTRICAL

NO JOB TOO SMALL

437-4455

4vi No Job Too Small'
41
Remodeling, Decks, Garages & Additions
436-5272

Poison Control

753-7588

489-2739

Your Ad Could
Be Here
$500 per week
(Minimum Li week.

Gentry Painting Co.

Calloway County Fire & Rescue Squad

Residential Painting
Interior - Exterior

753-6952

Phone 435-4268
Rt. 4

Wm C.untry
Be.177A,

Murray, Ky 42071

Murray-Calloway County Hospital

762-1100

McClure's
Tropical Fish
759-9513

753-1916
Nionda%-Frida% 8 a.m.-5 p.m. Saturday 8 a.m.-I2 p.m.

To place your ad

4

-
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Health Matters

Learn to recognize heat-related illnesses
For most of us, the hot
summer sun generates outdoor
activity and plenty of it.
Sunbathing at the beach,
swimming,jogging, tennis, golf,
baseball, track meets, gardening
and picnics become the passions
of the season.
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital urges everyone to take
special precautions during the
hot months of summer.
Unfortunately, most people
languish during the long winter
months; and as a result, their
bodies are ill-prepared for the
demands placed on them by
intense physical activity in hot,
humid weather.
-Few people realize that
-exeTerg:e; heatand overexertion
on hot, humid days poses a
potential threat to their health
and well being," says Dr. Clark
Harris, board certified internal
medicine specialist.
_...According to the National _
Weather Service, heat kills more
people than lightening,
hurricanes, tornadoes, floods, or
earthquakes combined! Only the
cold and wind) of winter takes a
greater toll on people in the
United States.
-People over 50 years of age
account for eighty percent of
these deaths" Dr. Han-is
emphasizes, but an appreciable
number of fatalities occur among
otherwise healthy young people
like military personnel, laborers

and athletes who engage in
prolonged physical endeavors in a
hot, moist atmosphere. Other
victims include elderly persons,
small children, chronic invalids,
persons with weight, alcohol or
medical problems, and those on
certain medications or drugs ."
Considering this tragic death
toll, the National Weather
Service(NWS)has stepped ftp its
efforts to more effectively alert
the general public and
appropriate authorities to the
hazards of heat waves. The NWS
has devised the -Heat Index- iH1)
sometimes referred to as the
**apparent temperature-.
The HI, given in degrees
frarrenheit(F): is-rin arturate- measure of how hot it really
"feels- when relative humidity
(RH)is added to the actual air
temperature.
There are three basic heat- realted- illnesses:---heat stroke,
heat exhaustion and heat cramps.
Each illness has specific
symptoms and treatments,
learning to recognize each
disorder and what first aid
measures to take could mean the
difference between recovery and
death.
"The best way to beat the
heat," Dr. Harris advises, -is to
gradually condition your body to
outdoor activity; to limit physical
activity in intense heat by taking.
short rests in the 'shade; and to.

drink plenty of fluids to avoid
dehydration and salt loss."
Dr. Harris gives a word of
warning regarding salt tablets.
"Unless specified by a physician,
no one should take salt tablets
and persons on salt restriction
should consult a physician before
increasing their salt intake."
Studies indicate that all
things being equal, the severity of
heat disorders tend to increase
with age. heat cramps in a 17year-old may be heat exhaustion
for someone 40 years old and heat
stroke for a person over 60 years
of age.

Heat Struke
Unlike heat exhaustion, heat
stroke is a life-threatening
medical emergency that should be
diagnosed and treated by a
physician as soon as possible.
Heat stroke, also called sun
stroke, occurs when the body,
generates heat faster than it can
be dissipated through
perspiration.
The cause is prolonged
exposure to high temperatures,
often combined with intense
sunshine, poor ventilation and
strenuous exercise.
Severe heat stroke damages
the kidneys, central nervous
system, liver, heart and skeletal
muscles. Interior hemorrhaging
and convulsions may occur before
eventual death.

C

ommunity events

%%eight Control Programs
Weight Control For Life!
--more than 30 pounds to lose.
Lighter Living
--less than 30 pounds to lose.
Nutrition For Life
--children's weight management.
For a free, personal consultation
and more information about our
adjustable pricing plan, call
(502) 762-1533 today.

We fendsupport
Stroke Support Group
Wednesday,July 11
"Early Warning Signs of Stroke"
By Mary Linn, M.S.N.
3:30 p.m.
MCCH Private Dining Room
For more information, call Steve
Passmore, L.P.T., at(602)762-1137.

Cancer Support Group
Tuesday, July 3
Picnic on the Terrace
Bring a Friend
Tuesday, July 17
Healthful Eating Habits"
By a MCCH registered dietitian
3-4 p.m.
Hospital Private Dining Room
For more information, call Nancy Rose,
R.N., Mary Linn, M.S.N. and R.N., or
Cindy Ragsdale, L.S. W.;(502)762-1100,

Laryngectomee Support Group
Friday, July 13
4:00 p.m.
Hospital Private Dining Room

Bereavement Support Group
Every Wednesday
9:30-11 a.m.
Hospice Office, 3rd Floor
Call Nancy Rose, director, for more information.

Alzheimer's Disease Information
Educational Meeting
Tuesday, July 10
"Medical Insurance Claims"
Presented by Linda Norsworthy;Manager of
MCCH Medical Insurance Billing Service
Support Group Meeting
TWatia.i/.44Y.;4.
4:30 P.m.
Hospital Board Roam
Call Cindy Ragsdale,(502)762-1100 or Joretta
Randolph,(502)753-5561,for an Alzheisper's
•
informational packet.

Parkinson's Support Group
Friday, July 27
1:30 p.m.
Hospital Private Dining Room
Call Dixie Hopkins, speech pathologist, or Ann
Ingle, R.N., at(502) 762- 1100 for information

Compassionate Parents
Thursday, July 26
7:30 p.m.
Hospital Board Room
Call Chaplain, Moody at(502) 762-1274 for
more information.

Sports Medicine Symposium
For professional and volunteer coaches
'Saturday, June 30
8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
MSU Curtis Center
Barkley Room
Registration S30
Pre-register before June 27 by calling tne hospital's
Health Promotions Office at (502) 762-1384.
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National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration's
National Weather Service Heat Index
Murray-Calloway County Hospital urges everyone to clip this chart to look up
the heat index each day during summer months. Simply look at the air
temperature along the left side of the chart and the relative humidity along the
top; the point at which these two columns intersect is the apparent temperature
or how hot it really feels to you which is the heat index.

Immediate treatment is
essential. "Call a physician at
once," admonishes Dr. Harris.
"In the meantime, try to reduce
the high fever and keep the
victim cool using the methods
listed in the chart."

TIPS TO BEAT THE HEAT
Disorders
Sunburn

Symptoms

First Aid

Redness and pain;
in severe cases,
swelling of skin,
blisters, lever and
headaches.

Ointments tor mild cases. If blisters
appear, do not break. It breaking
occurs, apply dry sterile dressing
Serious extensive cases should be
seen by a physician

Heat Cramps

Painful spasms
usually in muscles
of legs and abdomen. Possibly
heavy sweating.

Firm pressure on cramping
muscles, than gentle massage to
relieve spasms. Give sips of salt
water (1 teaspoon per glass) every
15 minutes for 1 hour.

Heat Exhaustion
Heat exhaustion is the most
common of the three. It is caused
by dehydration and salt loss,
usually due to overexertion
during intensely hot weather.
See the chart for first aid
instructions to help victims who
experience heat exhaustion.
"With prior conditioning and
proper pacing of outdoor activity,
there's no reason why most
people can't enjoy healthful fun in
the sun," Dr. Harris adds.

Heat Cramps

Post-Partum Exercise Class($17)

Available Upon Request:

70

95

III

The last of the heat-related
illnesses is heat cramps, in which
the person suffers from brief,
intermittant, often excruciating
cramps in those skeletal muscles
(arms, legs, etc.) that have been
vigorously exercised.
It is believed that the cramps
result from an acute loss of
sodium, despite adequate
replacement of water lost during
sweating. Often these cramps
will occur at the end of a day
while the person is relaxing or
Miracle Moments is pleased to offer the perinatal
taking a cool shower. Generally,
classes listed below. Pre-registration is requiredfor all the cramps will subside unaided
classes and fees may be paid at thefirst class.
These classes are part ofa gift package valued at
over $200 which is given to Miracle Moments
Prepayment Plan participants.
If you would like to receive this valuable gift package
Murray-Calloway County
and become a prepayment participant, stop by the
Hospital's Health Express will be
hospital admitting officefor complete details about the
offering blood pressure, pulse and
program.
two hour blood sugar screenings at
If you are not a Miracle Moments Prepayment
all ofits stops during the month of
participant, you are still welcome to attend the classes
July.
at the fees listed.
As a screening, the two
For class information and pre-registration, call
hour blood sugar test isfree of
Renee Ridley, R.N. and Perinatal Education Coordincharge under thefollowing
ator at(502) 762-1385.
conditions:
Prepared Childbirth Class($35)
-annually iffamily history of
Option 1: Thursdays, July 5, 12, 19 and 26
diabetes exists.
Option 2: Mondays,July 9, 16, 23 and 30
-anytime there is a 20 pound
7-9 p.m.
weight change. Hospital Education Unit
-every three years under all other
Breastfeeding Class
conditions.
Brea'Stfeeding instruction is a routine part of
If you are a known
the Prepared Childbirth Class.
diabetic, you can have your blood
sugar ntonitored orithe health if
Refresher Class($10)
you obtain a written Prescription
Option 1: Thursdays,July 12 and 19
from your physician andfile it with
Option 2: Mondays,July 16 and 23
the Health Express nurse. Your
7-9 p.m.
physician will specify the
• Hospital Education Unit
frequencyfor monitoring on the
Cesarean Birth Class($15)
prescription.
Wednesday,July 11
A Stool For Occult Blood
7-9 p.m.
Screening
Kit is also availablefor
Hospital Education Unit
$4. This screening detects blood
Sibling Class (Free)
in the stool.
Saturday, July 7
10-11 a.m.
Hospital Education Unit
By Appointment
Hospital Physical Therapy Department
(502) 762-1139.

65

These screenings are
offered to detect disease in its
earliest stages when there are no
syispionu ofdisease.'IfAi are
experiencing symptoms, you
should see your physician.

Heat Exhaustion Heavy sweating,
weakness, dizziness, skin cold, pale
and clammy. Pulse
steady, nramal temperature, possible
tainting arid
vomiting

Heat Stroke
High body
(or Sun Stroke) temperature (105
degrees farhenhell
or higher); hot, red,
dry skin; rapid and
strong pulse;
possible unconsciousness.

within a short period of time. If
they persist, a physician should
be consulted.
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital's health professionals
wants you to have a safe and fun
summer. Get periodic rest and
plenty of fluids to prevent heatrelated illnesses and during a
real heat wave, put aside your

Get victim out of sun, lay person
down, loosen clothing, apply cool,
wet cloths, fan or move victim to air
conditioned room. Sips of salt
water (1 teaspoon per glass) every
15 minutes for 1 hour. If victim
vomitt7-ido not give fluids. Seek
medicaiaitention.
Heat stroke is 3 severe medical
emergency. Summon emergency
medical assistance or get the
patient to a hospital immediately.
Delay can be fatal. Move victim to
a cooler environment. Reduce body
temperature with cold bath or
sponging. Use fans and air
conditioners. If temperature rises
again, repeat process Do not give
fluids.
sportf; and stay in an air
conditioned environment.
Rest assured the MurrayCalloway County Hospital
Emergency Room is constantly on
standby to handle any heat
related illnesses that occur. A
physician is on duty 24-hours a
day to provide quality medical
care when you need it.

Thursday,July 12
Mayfield
Senior Citizen Center
9-11:30 a.m. & 12:30-1:30 p.m.
Tuesday,July 17
Dresden
Court Square
9-11 a.m.
Tuesday,July 3
Palmersville
Buchanan
Branch of WeakIcy Co. Bank
Post Office
12:30-2:30 p.m.
9-11 a.m.
Wednesday,July /8.
Hamlin
Coldwater
Post Office
Church of Christ
12:30-2:30 p.m.
9-11 a.m.
Thursday,July 5
Farmington
Canton
First National Bank
Hilltop Kash Market
12:30-2:30 p.m.
9-11 a.m.
Monday,July 23
Hwy.94E
Hwy.94E
Duncan's Market
Brown's Market
1-3 p.m.
9-11 a.m.
Hwy.94E
Friday,July 6
East Y Grocery
Kirksey
12:30-2:30
United Methodist Church
Tuesday,July 24
9-11 a.m.
Dublin
Stella
Chapman's Grocery
Goshcn Methodist Church
9-11 a.m.
12:30-2:30 p.m.
Wednesday,July 25
Monday,July 9
Henry,TN
Gilbertsvillc
City Hall
Ken Bar Inn
9-11 a.m.
9 a.m.-Noon
Thursday,July 26
Tuesday,July 10
Murray Camden
Court Square
Wal-Man
9-11:30 a.m.& 12:30-3 p.m.
9-11:30 a.m. & 12:30-2:30 p.m.
Tuesday,July 31
Wednetday,July 11
Big Sandy
MurraY
Senior Citizen Center
Piggly Wiggly
—94T:304.Tri71i12:30-2
9-11:30 a.m. & 12A0-3

Monday,July 2
Tri City
Tri City Grocery
9-11 a.m.
Lynn Grove
Crawford's Service Station
12:30-2:30 p.m.

4

